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Introduction

The accurate measurement of hydrogen ion concentatlon

has long been an important phase of Chemistry; and one

upon which much work has been done. In the ease of strong

acids C acids which are, at moderate concentration, 100%

dissociated^ the determination is relatively simple, since

it is assumed that total acidity is a direct measure of

hydrogen ion concentration, and since the effects of

neutral salts are manifested in a relatively simple manner.

However, In the case of weak, partially ionized acids the

problem becomes more complicated.

There are three general methods by means of which

hydrogen ion concentration of a solution may be measured,

viz-, potent iometrically, by means of the hydrogen electrode

or some other electrode, as the quin^ydrone electrode,

referred to the hydrogen electrode as standard, eolorlmetrlc-

ally by means of Indicators and oatalytically by means of

suitable reactions catalyzed by the oxonlum 1ob(HjO'*').

It Is purposed in this work to study the ionization

of benzoic acid in solutions of varying ionic strength,

measuring the concentration of HjO^eatalytlcally by means

of the decomposition of ethyl dlazoacetate, and to
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ascertain what relationship, if any, exists between the

ionization constant of the acid and tv>e total ionic

strength of the solvent medium.



REVIEW ABD DISCUSSION Of LITERATURE

I • Ethyl Dlazoacetate

Curt lus(l) reported t^e synthesis and general organic

properties of a compound which he called ethyl diazoacetate,

and to which he ascribed t^e formula js/GH-COOCgR^ . in

discussing the properties of t^e compound in this and in

a subsequent paper^5, Burtius called attention to the fact

that t^e diazo eaters react with water with the evolution of

nitrogen gas and the formation of the corresponding hydroxy

acid in accordance with the equation

:

N2CH.C00C2T^ ^ H2 * ROCIfeCOOO^H^No.

Almost simultaneously Traube(^) published an account of

his work with diazo compounds, his investigations being

similar to frharfc of Curtlus.

Following the lead indicated by Curtlus, subseqent workers

have made use of the acid catalyzed decomposition of the ester

in water solution as a means by which to measure hydrogen ion

concentration, investigations being made largely from a kinetic

rathe* than an organic standpoint.

In a comprehensive series of experiments* Fraenkel(4,5),

by measuring the volume of nitrogen evolved, established beyond

question that the reaction follows the unimolecular law and that

the rate of reaction is strictly proportional to the hydrogen

ion concentration. As a result of his experiments covering a



wide range of concentration and using ten differant acids

as catalysts, he showed the close parallel between the acid

catalyzed inversion of sucrose and the decomposition of

ethyl diazoacetate, pointing out the much greater sensitivity

of the diaz* reaction compared to the more common sugar

inversion. Hydrogen ion concentrations as low as .0002 M. .were

measured. Fraenkel also reported that, when catalyzed with the

halogen acids or sulfuric add, a side reaction occurs, using

up the catalyst; and as a consequence the reaction may cease

altogether before the 41azo ester Is entirely decomposed. The

reaction constant, K, when divided by the hydrogen ion concentration

gave a value,

K

H , which he called the catalytic constant and

which was found to be independent of the kind of acid used.

The value of the diazo reaction in the measurement of hydrogen

ion concentration lies in the faet that may be determined

using a strong acid in which the hydrogen ion concentration

is known to be equivalent to the total concentration of acid,

and then, by means of the relationship

where K is the reaction constant, experimentally determined,

the hydrogen ion concentration of thft solution of a weak

acid may be calculated. Actually the problem is not as simple

as this^ since in all except very dilute solutions^ the ionic

strength of the medium may introduce "salt errors'*. This

phase will be discussed at greater length in suceeding sections.



Bredig and Ripley (? ) confirmed the work of Fraenkel,

observing a side reaction in the ease of nitric^ as vrell

as hydrochloric and sulfuric acids. A the result of a more

detailed study of the nature of the side reaction, these

investigators concluded that the side reaction might be

represented by the equation:

N2CHC00Cg55*HVN03 - CHgtO HOgJCOOC^ 4-

8

2

*bea nitric acid is the catalyst.

Because of its extreme sensitivity to hydrogen ion

catalysis, Spitalsky (8) employed the diazo reaction in his

study of the hydrolysis of potassium dichromate. In this work

hydrogen Ion concentrations as low as .000098 moles per liter
Cumming (9) employed It for the same reason in

were measured, his study of amphoteric electrolytes.

As a result c~ axw own investigations aad a study of the

work of Bredig and Ripley, Otto Munn (10) postulated the

following mechanism for the decomposition of ethyl diazoacetate

in water:

C^OOC.CBf+ U*tOH"^02H
5
0OC'CRgMiS*'-r OH"

O2B5OOC • CH2OH -f iM2

the first two reactions being rapid and reversible, while

the final irreversible reaction being slow determines the

velocity ofi the decomposition. Re also proposed a similar

mechanism for the side reaction observed by Fraenkel and

Bredig and Ripley.



In studying the reaction kinetics of strong acids and

tbe nature of the hydrogen halidea, Hantaabh (11) and Hantzsch

and Weisberger (\i-g) made use of the diazo reaction. They observed

the similarity betwesn tbe diazo reaction and the sucrose

Inversion reaction.

Tfce effect of temperature upon the decomposition of ethyl

dlazoacetate was reported by Straudin^er and Hirzel (!3u) as a

part of t^elr general study of diazo compounds.

More recently, the diazo reaction has been utilized by

Brdnsted and his coworkers in their study of tbe kinetic salt

effect. An extended review and discussion of their work will be

given as a part of the following section on tbe kinetic salt

effect

.

II. The Kinetic Salt Effect
16

Since 1887, when Arrhenius ( 14,15 )in his classical study

of the inversion process, showed that kinetic experiments may

be profoundly effected by '.he presence of neutral salts, the

effect of salts upon reaction velocity has intrigued the chemist.

Following Arrhenlus' announcement many tentative explanations' (17,18,19

of the so-called neutral ialt effect have been advanced, only

t© crumbleyiunder more rigorous examination and experimentation.

As exemplifying this type of explanation may be mentioned the

"hydration theory** of Caldwell 0-9 ), who attempted to explain

the increasing effect of neutral ?alts upon the Inversion of

sucrose by the lncreaee in concentration of the reactante because
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the formation of hydrates decreased the amount of free water

in the solution.

However^ little real progress was made toward a satisfactory

explanation of the problem until the important Debye-Hfickel ( 22 )

paper was published in 1923 and the results of J.N.Br
1

oh steds

kinetic studies were presented in a series of papers which

together comprise the so-called Brbnated fheory of kinetic salt

effects.

To account for observed deviations from the classical

Mass Action law. and also as a result of thermodynamic reasoning

G.N.Lewis in 1901 Introduced the activity concept, according

to which the activity, a, of an ion la related to the concentratioi

e, by the expression

« m to si:

where f is the activity coefficient of the ion. In a brilliant

mathematical paper published by Debye and Hflckel(22^j in 1923,

the activity coefficient was ahovm to depend upon the nature of

the solvent, the number of unit charges on the ion and the

concentration of electrolyte In the solution. Specifically,

-log f-c Az2^ j- Bu :2:

where z is the number of unit charges ori the ion, B is an

empirical constant, u is the ionic strength of thessolution,

defined as the equivalent concentration of the ions times the

average valence

use
A is constant for a given temperature and solvent, and has the
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following value:

«.303(10RDT)
i,/2

where.J| is Avogadro's number, e_ Is the absolute charge on

the electron, D Is the dialectrac constant of the solvent,

R is the gas constant and £ iB the absolute temperature.

When the solvent id water, and the temperature is 25°C.,the

value of £ < 23,24) is taken as 0.5» and for a univalent ion,

equation :2: may be rewritten

-log f 0.5Tfa + Bu :3:
26

Bron8ted{25, )• in accounting for the effect of neutral

salts upon the kinetic process, postulates an intermediate^

"critical complex", the velocity of the reaction depending upon

the concentration of this complex. Let A. and B be two reacting

molecules and X be the intermediate complex; then

A+B^X~>C + D :4:

and the velocity of the changing of A and B into C and D

will depend upon the concentration of X which, in turn, is la

equilibrium with & and B. In other words

Voe Cx
:5:

where J is the velocity and Cx la the concentration of X.

The thermodynamic mass action expression for the reaction of

A and B to give X may be stated thus:

*A"B "
AtACBfB

where the a's, O's and f f s have the usual meanings.
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From :6: we have

rx

and sustituting the value of so obtained la :5:, we get

YQCCA B *A*B ^ :8:

*x

or

V s E0ACB
fAfB :9:

It becomes immediately apparent from aa inapeetion of

which is the general equation derived by Broneted to express

the velocity of a reaction, that the velocity of a reaction

may, in general, be altered in two ways.

That the additloa of a neutral salt exercises a profouad

effect upon the activity coefficient of an ion has already

beea shown. Thus,by directly changing the value of the

expression *#J
— in equation :9:by the addition of a neutral

salt, th# velocity of the reaction will be altered. The

changing of the velocity of a reaction by changing the

activity coefficients of the reactants in the primary react ion

is termed by Broneted the "Primary Salt Effect*. Further

examination of this phenomenom shows the following rules t@

be, in general, true:

1. No primary salt effect should be expected in the

ease of the reaction of an ion with aacuncharged

molecule, for, if in equation :4: B is a charged

ion, while J ie a neatral molecule, then it follows

that the charge on B and that on X must be the same,

and consequently fg And fx should be the same.
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It should he noted, however, that this conclusion requires

the assumption that the linear term 83 equation :3

:

may he disregarded - as assumption certainly §§ not

justified except in dilate solution, and which is even

then open to criticism.

2. The primary salt effect may he positive or negative depending

on whether the reaction occurs between ions of like or

unlike sign*.

The other general way in which the velocity of a

reaction any he altered is by changing the concentration of

the reactants (Ca or Ob in :9s)* ^hen both reactants are furnished

hy non-electrolytes < unionised) or hy strong electrolytes

(100?* ionised), it is obvious that the addition of neutral

salts can have no# effect upon the concentration of the reactants.

and the only possible salt effect will he of a primary nature.

Consider, however, the case in which one of the reactants in

the primary reaction is furnished hy the dissociation of a

weak electrolyte, as for example the weak aeid Jg£. In addition

to the primary reaction, there wllialso occur a secondary,

ionization reaction which say represented as follows

HA+ HgO JTVHjO* :10:

Thus salts, hy shifting the equilibrium in this secondary

reaction, may alter the concentration of one or both reactants

in the primary reaction. This type of salt effect is termed

hy Bronsted the "Secondary Salt Sffeet*
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I In testlug the validity of the general Bronated theory,

and especially the theory of the secondary salt effect, Brbnsted
Te e tc r

and atrooter(2 7) made use of the diazo reaction. According to

then, the decomposition of ethyl dlazoacetate in water, when

catalyzed "by acid, may he looked upon as a reaction between

the uncharged ester molecule and the hydrogen ion to give the

intermediate, ^critical complex*. If A. is the diazo molecule,

A + ft —* AH+

from which we may write, in accordance with the Bronsted theory

V » KOAOm fAfH*
fAir

According to these authors, since in dilute solutions the aotiviyy

coefficient of an ion may be assumed to depend only upon the

charge upon the ion and the ionic strength, and ftn no wise upon

the specific nature of the ion, and furthermore, since the

activity coefficient of an uncharged molecule may, in dilute

solution, be looked upon as one, it follows that fg^and fAH»wlll

he equal, and that f^ will become one in dilute solutions. Reasoning

in this way, they rewrote eqatlon :11: in this way:

V r * CAGEr :12:

and from which they concluded that no primary salt effect should

be expected in this reaction. They did not test this conclusion.

They next considered the reaction from the standpoint

of possible secondary salt effect, as follows. When the reaction

is catalyzed by a strong aoid, there obviously is no possibility



of a secondary salt effect. Consider the case eften a weak acid

ia used. As has already "been observed, the addition of a neutral

salt may shift the equilibrium in the secondary or ionization

reaction in such a manner as to cause an increase in the

concentration of hydrogen ions. From this it would be expected

that the value of the classical ionization constant

Kc - A :13:
CHA

for the weak acid, HA, should change upon the addition of a

neutral salt. The thermodynamic ionization constant

*•«*_— a 7 A . A -14.

°ha fnA

should, however, be a true constant and unchanged by the

addition of neutral salts. By assuming fH+ and f^-to be equal,

and making the further assumption that for the uncharged

molecule, HA, the activity coefficient in dilute solution is

• equation :14: becomes

*a~ vy . f|

HA

where t
1 is the activity coefficient of any univalent ion.

Reasoning in this manner, Bronsted and ^jfeeter concluded

that, when measured by the decomposition of etbyl dlazoaeetate,

the concentration of hydrogen ions furnished by the dissociation

of a weak acid should increase steadily upon the addition mt

a neutral salt, and In consequence the classical ionization

constant, Kq, should also increase, but by precisely that amount
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1
whereby Kc when multiplied by the square of the actiTity

coefficient should give a true constant, E. These authors studied
dlazo

the decomposition of ethvl .acetate hy acetic acid In solutions of* A

varyIns Ionic strength of KNO^ (up to .05 M.) . As shown by Table 1

which contains a summary of their data, they found that, as

required by theory, the value of K,, does increase with Increased

salt concentration. They apparently made no attempt to apply their

theory quantitatively; that is, to multiply Kc by f^ and see

whether K so obtained would be constant througout the salt range
to their data

studied. The present author has done thls^ the results being

shown in column 3 of fable 1. The values of the activity coefficient^

were calculated from the Debye-Hfickel limiting law.

foble 1
,

c- £
Cone, of Kg* 10 Kgf^

1.85 1.35

.005 1-94 1.64

.01 2.07 1.64

.02 2.15 1.55

.05 2.30 137

The values of S^f^ so obtained are in no sense constant. For

this apparent divergence between the experimental and theoretical

results, there are several possible explanations.

In the first place, Bronsted and Teeter assumed the

total absenoe of any primary salt effect, i.e. they assumed the

activity coefficients of the hydrogen ion and the critical complex

to be identical and the activity coefficient of the uncharged
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diaso molecule to "be one. This assuatioa necessitates the

disregarding of the linear term Bu, la the general Debye-Hfickel

equationUqaatiou :3:i), la otvcr words, It la necessary to assume

that the so-called limiting law le a reasonable approximation of

the general Sehye-HaciEel equation under the conditions of the

experiment. 3ino© all concent,rat lone were less than 0.1 M., this

assumption was not unreasonable. On the other hand. It is entirely

eoneievsble that the value of J£ aay depend spec the specific

nature of the ion, and furthermore t*at it Bay not he negligible

even at concentrations lose than 0.1 in which case a primary

salt effect might be expected to occur. Actually, Breasted and

Duua(28 ). publishing at a later data, reported a strong primary

salt effect In the ease of the diaao reaction.

In the second place, Breasted and Teeter had the sane
ion

difficulty with a side reaction between the nitrate from the

salt, tbe hydrogen ion from the acid and t-e ethyl diasoaeetate

as was reported by earlier investigators. This has already beea

discussed. Breasted and Teeter stated that in their calculations

only the first portion of the curve was used, presumably before

the side reaction manifested itself very strongly. However, since

early in the reaction nitragen will be evolved both as a result

of the normal reaction and the side reaction, it is entirely

possible that even the first readings aay be erroneous. Also, if

the reaction constant Is calculated in such a manner as to require

a final or "a" reading, the value of this reading aay be rendered

uncertain as a result of the side reaction.
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In the third place,the error introduced by assuming the valie&
2

ity of the limiting law in evaluating the quantity Kc*l may not

he neglig^ 1**

In a more thorough peice of work, Bronsted and King(39>),

studying the hydroxyl ion catalysis of the decomposition of

nitrso-triacetone-araine, first evaluated the primary salt effect

in the reaction hy using the strong haae, NaQH, as catalyst. By

correcting the total salt effect observed when the catalyst was

a weak base for the primary salt effect, they were then able to

separate the two effects. Hos/ever, they also were only Interested

in showing that the reaction did substantiate the theory in a

rough, qualitative manner; they made no attempt to treat their

results In a precise, mathematical way.

From this it appeared that a thorough and significant

study of the effect of added neutral salts upon the ionization

of a weak add by means of the diasso reaction ^ould necessitate,

first, the measurement of t^s primary salt effect, using a strong

acid as catalyst, secondly, measurement of combined primary and

secondary salt effects, using a veak acid as catalyst and In the

third place, such a choice of acids and salts as would, if possible,

preclude the occurence of a side reaction.

III. The Calculation of Reaction Rate Constants

In a study of this nature, considerable importance attaches

itself to the method used in the calculation of the reaction rate.

Until recently the usual expression from which the reaction

constant, k, of a first order reaction was calculated was

fc mm 8t5Q3 i g , J&~ : 16

:
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in which J£ is the time, & is the Initial concentration and x. is

HHm amount changed at time jf.

As early as 1911 Roaatio 'f, Clark and SIbley ( <30 )obeerved

that a small error in ascertaining the value of a, may cause a

deeided error in the value of £ as calculated above. The usual

method of determining a, was to let the final reading, after

complete reaction, represent the initial concentration of the

reaetaat. these authors recommended a method of extrapolation

in the determination of a. Table 2, taken from their work, la

presented to show the decided influence of a upon a rate constant

calculated as above.

Apropos, the work of Bronsted and Teeter, published

In 1924, was doubtless calculated by a formula similar to :16:

When it is recalled that Fraenjlkel found incomplete evolution

of nitrogen to be characteristic Of the side reaction, and that

£ in the nbove equation is based upon the total amount of nitrogen

evolved, another possible explanation of the failure of the data

of Bronsted and Toeter to follow the theoretical laws becomes

apparent.

noaeveare(si-) has made an exhaustive study of the

calculation of rate constants, in which he observes that an

equation of the Vpc given above(equation sl6:) gives

unjustifiable weight to the value of a. unless it is known with

much greater precision than the values of £. because of the

nature of the diaso reaction, t*e a, value is probably the least

Be also shows that where value of 1 is determined

fS^an^rit^r^etic average of several values obtained by the
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Table 2

(Prom Posanoff , Clark and Sibley ( 30)

T (mln.) a k
1 4

k
8

65.09°

7 65.18C?) .0000302

10 65.14(?) 258

24 64.96 195 .0000275

38 64.88 151 280

55 64.80 119 269

72 64.71 106 269

$8 64.58 95 266

296 63.38 79 297

400 62.89 283

430 62.81 7© 270

500 57.20

-20.28

67 281

Data from rate of inversion of cane auger,

k"** calculated from a obtained in usual way. a — 65-36°

k^ w w w w by p.oaanoff, Clark and Sibley

by extrapolation. a - 65. 09°
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©-called"inerval formula*

* - 2 -303 log(a
"xn

:
l ) :l7:

- Tn -Tn_! (a-Xfl)

the final value will be determined by the average of only

the first and last values, all intervening values cancelling out.

Guggenheim (52 } has devised a method of calculating rate

constants for first order reactions which eliminates entirely

the "a," value- If a series of readingB (for example, changes

in nitrogen pressure) are taken without regard as to interval,

these readings to be designated the v readings, and if a

second series of readings, v*, are taken in such a manner that

there is always a constant time interval, £, between the v

readinss and the corresponding vl readings, then, according to

Guggenheim, the straight line obtained by plotting log{*£-v)

against the Mae T will have a slope -k log e, fc being the

reaction constant.

Since this method of calculation requires no final or

end reading (a. value}, which may be decidedly inexact In this

particular reaction, it ia especially suited to «%• reaction

being studied, and, except where noted for some particular reason,

It is the method of calculation used throughout this study.
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PRsiqaniaRY experimshtatioh

I. The Apparatue

The designing and construction of the apparatus to be used

was as essential part of this work. Briefly, the mechanical

aspect of the problem was to devise an apparatus which wofcld

immediately record extremely small changes of pressure and which

would give reproducible results. The problem was further

complicated by the tendency for nitrogen to form supersaturated

solutions, Increasing the solubility of the gas several thousand

times with the consequent introduction of major errors. To

prevent supereaturation of nitrogen in the reaction mixture it §§

wae required that the reaction mixture be thoroughly agitated

throughout the entire course of a^run". With these requirements

in mind, several different types of apparatus and many

modifications of these types were tried before a satisfactory

form was evolved.

The first tjT>e tried wan that described by Haraed(18

)

and used by him in investigating the rate of decomposition of

H2 2 by the measurement of^oxygen evolved. This apparatus was

later modified by Iauner (S3) who adapted it to use it in studying

rate of reaction of pemanganate and oxalate by measuring the
1

pressure of the OO2 evoved . The Iauner apparatus , as well as

several minor modifications of the aame, proved uneatis factory

for this work - and so it will not be further dicussed here

except to point out some outstanding objections to it.

Bothe Harned and Iauner used the coramom mercury seal stirrer to
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agitate the reaction mixture. Since all preasure measurements

are predicated upon constant volume, the change in volume

due to increased pressure forcing the mercury back into the

outer cup of the stirrer introduced a constant source of error.

IB one of the raodif ieations of this apparatus tried, the stirrer

was replaced by a shaking device to insure agitation. The

pressure was measured by means of an open end water manometer.

This arrangement is susceptible to changes in atmospheric

pressure, for which a correction must he made. In many cases

the correction factor amounted to one third of the total reading.

Reaction constants obtained by the use of this apparatus were

not satisfactory for a precise examination of the effect of

salts. The apparatus was finally discarded.

An apparatus resembling that used by Bronsted and

Klng(29 J in their study of the decomposition of nivroso-

trlacetone-amine was i^ore satisfactory. Several changes were found

to be desirable. A short pelce of thick-walied capillary rubber

tubing was sustituted for the fine glass spring described by these

authors to connect the reaction flask, which must be shaken

vigorously, and the manometer, which is stationary. This arrange-

ment mrs more convenient, facilitating cleaning and filling the

the eeaction flask; it was found by experimentation to have no

discernible effect on the reaction constant. A minor change in

the design of the manometer allowed the elimination of one

stopcock, while the reaction flask was redesigned, being made
bulbs

with two instead of one bnl& . This type of reaction flask was



very satisfactory In thafe the upper bulb prevented the

splashing of the reaction mixture up into the side arm where

it would act as a liquid valve. The apparatus of Bronsted and

King as modified for the purpose of this experiment is showe-

diagraraatically in flg*l. The reaction mixture was introduced

into flask P, which was then seeled by means of a parafin
f

soaked cork stopper and molten paraffin. v rith stopcock E open

the entire system was partially evacuated through T. E was then

closed and the evacuation continued until the mercury column

rose to the bottom of scale C. An old Beckmarm thermometer

scale we s found to be especially sft&t&ble for the measurement

of small pressure changes . The reaction flask was then rj&pidly

shaken by means of an eloctric motor. The form of apparatus just

described wes used in that part of the experiment*! work

dealing with the effect of potassium nitrate on the dissociation

cf benzoic acid and the primary selff effect of potassium

porchlorate. It will susequently be referred to as apparatus A.

It was found, however, that the evacuation of the

reaction flask was not necessary. Preliminary runs showed very

definitely thet the value of the reaction constant was not

effected by the evacuation of the reaction flask. With this

established, it was possible to further simplify the apparatus

by the elimination of the remaining two stopcocks, which at

high vacuums showed some tendency to leak. The simplified

apparatus also had other advantages, Tho mercury in the

manometer column, as well as the capillary tube,ishowed less
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ten*Sncy to become fouled, since they were completely sealed

from outside contamination. The sealing of the reaction flask

was rendered easier and more certain than when it was evacuated.

The simplified apparatus, shown in Fig. 2b, was used throughout

the remainder of the research, and proved to be more satisfactory

than that shown in fig.l. The lower bulb (A in fig.2b) was

about half filled with redistilled mercury and a high vacuum

pump applied to the upper en* of the manometer column. When

the pressure had been reduced to lean than 5 ram., the tube,

was sealed off just above the upper bulb, B. The manometer

was connected to the reaction flask by means of thick walled

rubber tubing in the same manner as apparatus A and the whole

apparatus immersed in the thermosthat bath as skown in the figure.

As has been already pointed out, the reaction mixture

must be thoroughly agitated to prevent aupersaturation. For

this purpose, the reaction flask was fastoned to a rack, and

thaa frame shaken by means of the arrangemennt shown in Fig.2a.
(34,35' )

Several investigators^ have studied tho effect of rata of

shaking upon the evolution of gasses from supersaturated

solutions, and have shown that there is a cex'tain optimum rate

rate of shaking which depends upon the siae and shape of the

flask containing the reaction mixture. Faster or slower rates

of shaking decrease the evolution of nitrogen by increasing

supersaturation. From this it i# apparent that while it latest

to have the shaking machine run at the optimum rate, it is

imperative that it run at a constant $4fcata. In the first

experiments a small 1/50 H.P» electric motor was used. It was

soon found, however, that the load was too heavy for this size
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motor, since the speed varied widely with current fluctuations.

For this reason a larger, l/l2 H.P. motor was connected to the

shaking apparatus by means of a reduction pulley, aa^arrangeraent

which proved entirely satisfactory and which was used throughout

the experiment. The shaking arrangement is shown diagrammatically

in figure 2 a.

11. The Reagents

^t

h

yl D±&

z

oac etate . The procedure used in this work

for the preparation and purificatio» of ethyl diazoaoetate was

essentially that o<ff Gurtius( 2,3 ) modified by Hantzsch( ll) . The

primary amine, glycine, may be reacted, under suitable conditions,

with nitrous acid to give the corresponding dlazo compound.

2mm2+ H2S04~> + NagSO4

HNO2+ HgNCBgGOOCgHg—* N20HCOOCgH5+ 2flg0

50 gnu of glycine ethyl ester hydrochloride (Eastman Kodak) are

dissolved in the smallest possible amount of water and the

solution is placed in a salt-ice freezing mixture. To this cold

25 g. of
solution is added a concentrated solution ©^sodium nitrite in

water. The whole mixture is cooled, and then treated dropwlse

with dilute sulfuric acid. After each successive addition of acid

the resulting milky white turbi^i ty, which is due to the

separation of the Insoluble ethyl diazoacetate in minute droplets,

is removed by shaking with a small/amount of ether, in which the

ester is extremely soluble, and thej^lecanting the ether-ester

solution through a small dry filter. The acid treatments and

ether extractions are repeated until there is no longer any
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separation of eth|f$: diaaoacetate upon the addition of sulfuric

acid. The yield is increased by the addition of 15 gm. of sodium

nitirite atj^this point. The aci& treatment and ether extraction Is

then continued until there is no separation of the diazo ester, but

tnere is instead, considerable formation of free nitrous acid.

During the entire reaction, the flask containing the reaction

mixture must be kept in the freezing mixture.

The combined ether extracts of the crude ester are then
a

washed with dilute solution of sodium carbonate until all exoess

acid is neutralized as indloated by a persistent red coloration

of the aqueous phase. The ether solution is then washed three

tiroes with water and dried by brief shaking with anhydrous

calcium chloride and subsequent standing for 24 hours over fresh

calcium chloride.

The main portion of the ether is distilled #f£ ## in

vacuum at !5G-35°C. from the dried ether solution, and the

concentrated ether solution is further purified by fteing saturated

with pure anhydrous arraonia <jas. Upon standing for from 24 to 48

hours a dark red oily layer of impunities will form. The

clear golden solution of the ester is decanted and washed with

successive small portion* of water until the washings show no

tracs^Q'f ammonia.

After drying, first over calcium chloride and then

over calcium oxide, the pure ethyl diazoacetate is obtained by

direct vacuum distillation over calcium oxide, the portion

boiling at 49-,5-50.5°C.(16mm.) being collected in a flask iamer.ed
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in a freezing mixture.

Since granular calcium chloride hows a strong

tendency to adsorb ethyl dlazoacetate, the adsorbed

material resisting even repeated washing with ether, all calcium

chloride used for drying the ester solutions should first be fused.

The pure ethyl diazoacetate solution may be kept for

several months unchanged in a refrigerator.

Since the preparation was to be used for kinetic experiments,

the emphasis was placed uponjna pure product rather than a high

yield. For this reason, whenever it was a question of increasing

the yield at the expense of the purity of the product, the yield

was always sacrificed. The theoretical yield based upon mas s

relationships is 83.8$ of the weight of ethyl ester of glycine

hydrochloride taken. Because of the nature of the reaction this

yield may net be obtained. Praenkel( 5 ) and Vanino(36 ) reported

yields of 25 gm. of pure ester from 50 gm. of hydrochloride,

corresponding to a y^Ld of 60$ of the theoretical. The following

data are a summary of the yields obtained in three distlnfet

syntheses of the compound!

Wt. of glycine ethyl ester hydrochloride - - 150 gm.

Theoretical yield of ethyl diazoacetatet - - 126 gm*.

Actual • • P • - 76.6 "

Yield {$ of theoretical) ------ 60.8$

The degree of purity of the preparation was checked in

several ways.

1. The purified ester was unchanged upon several months
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2. There was practically no ©volution of nitrogen when

the eater was dissolved in pure (conductivity) water. This

test indicates the absence of those impurities which would

Interfere with the use of the preparation for kinetic experiments

3. There was no appreciable change in the conductivity of a

very dilute acid solution upon dissolving ethyl diazoacetate

in it. Since the conductivity of a solution id very sensitive

to the addition of electrolytes, this test showed the

preparations to be relatively free of electrolytes which

probably are the only Impurities with serious deleterious

effect.

4. As a more complete check on the purity of the preparations,

a weighed amount of the ester was dissolved in water and

quantitatively decomposed by acid. The liberated nitrogen

was volumetrically determined, and from a comparison otf the

percent nitrogen found to the theoretical, a measure of the

purity was obtained. The results are given in the following

table

.

Sample Vol. fe wt. sample m Theor. p

1 51.49SC. •0595 gm. 0.1603 gm. 24.46 24.60

2 50.04" .0376 " 0.1554 " 24.50 24.60

Fraerikel( 5 } reported percentage of nitrogen for several

preparations of ethyl diasoacetate as follows! 24.19, 24.45,

24.25, 24.33 and 24.54.
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2, Benzoic Acid Solution . Bakers CP. Bensoie Acid (sublimed)

was resubllmed and the properly weighed amount dissolved In

oarbon dioxide free water and the solution made up to one liter

In a calibrated flask. This was not further standardised,

3. Standard Perchloric Acid , Approximately 0.1 8. solution

of Bakers CP. Ana lyzed(meets A.CS. Standards ) Perchloric Acid(60jf)

was made up, using conductivity water. This was standardised

against pure sodium oarbonate, prepared by heating the monohydrate

for 36 hours in an oven at 110°C Dilutions were made from this

solution usthg calibrated volumetric glassware.

Standard Salt Solutions were made up by dissolving the

proper weight of the salt( Bakers CP. "Analyzed" ) which had been

previously dried to constant weight In an electric oven. Conductivity
-6

water( specific conductance less than 3.0x 10 ) was used in

making all solutions and dilutions.

It was found that the dissolving of basic material

from the glass in the case of soft glass bottles was not without

appreciable effest on the solutions stored in them, the solutions

growing steadily more basic as they were kept. For this reason

it was found necessary to use only glass stoppered Frrex bottles

for ths storage of reagents.
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XXX* Ifae Experimental Procedure

Although each change in the conditions of the experiment

necessitated certain changes in the procedure, the general

method of carrying out a "run" may bo outlined.

Approximately 25 cc. of pure (conductivity) water, or salt

solution of the required concentration, were plaoed in a small

glass stoppered bottle, and in this about nine drops of ethyl

diazoacetate wore dissolved* It was more convenient to measure

the diazo ester by drops rather than weight, since the exact amount

of ester used was not important. Exactly 25 cc. of the ester solution

were transferred by means of a calibrated pipette to a clean dry

receptacle. At all times care was taken to prevent the solutions

from dissolving oarbon dioxide from the air, since the reaction

was sensitive enough to s» effected by the carbonic acid foraotf*

Pipettes were protected by a carbon dioxide absorbing tube

containing soda-lime.

Exactly the required amount of standard acid solution was

added to the aoeurately measured ester(or ester-salt) solution

from a calibrated pipette* The final concentrations of acid and

salt were determined from this. This reaction mixture, after

thorough stirring, was placed in the reaction flask, and the flask

was sealed by means of molten paraf^n, as already described* After

agitating for about five minutes to insure equilibrium between

the dissolved and gaseous nitrogen, the initial reading was made.

Readings were then made at five minute intervals for a period of

135 minutes (in some cases the reaction was terminated in 90

minutes )

•
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In most cases the reaction flask was then unsealed, thoroughly
8

wahed and driedj In a few cases the reaction wa s allowed to go

to completion in order to obtain an end("an ) value.

Timing was done by means of a Meylan stopwatch,

Laboratory number 11, which had recently (1934) been checked

against a seconds pendulum. The height of the mercury column on

the scale was read b£ nPeans of a small telescope. Changes in the

temperature of the thermosthat bath were indicated by a Beckmann

thermometer which had been* set" by meana of a bureau of Standard*

calibrated mercury thermometer. The maximum temperature variation

was .01°C. on either side of the mean.

The general method of calculation has already been

discussed. More specifically, if the first half of the readings

are designated the readings, the last half the v» , there

results a series of v readings and a corresponding series of

yt >each of which is separated from the corresponding v reading

by a constant time interval, £. By subtracting each v reading

from the corresponding v» reding, a series of values, ( v« -v), are

obtained. The slope of the straight line obtained by plotting

log(v»-v) against the time, when multiplied by log e gives -k

where k is the reaction conatan*. The procedure has been to

divide the series of log values into two equal groups,

indioated f»r purposes of tabulating by a double space in the

data and then to take the arithmetic average of the

log(v»-v) values and the time values for each group. These averages

are given on the extreme right of each data sheet. Prom these values

%jm simultaneous equations are set up, and the slope determined

as shown at the bottom of each data sheet.
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For each run, the values of logfv'-v) were plotted

as abscissae against time as ordinates using a large scale

graph. This gave a convenient method of testing the apparatus

and to a certain extent the validity of the data, since the

result should be a straight lin^e. For obvious reasons it is

not possible to include these graphs in this thesis. In a

few cases where readings were, from the graph, obviously in

error, theywere eliminated.
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T
!

Experimental Data

Presentation. Calculations and Discussion .

For convenience the experimental data are divided into

several Farts . A short introduction consisting of a statement

of the work attempted and the general conditions under which

the work is carried out will be given before each Part . An

extended discussion of the results of each Part along with

calculations made from the data and results of these calculations

will be attempted at the end of each Part .

A few words of explanation concerning the tabulation of

data are necessary at this time. The time t is given in minutes?

v and v*, being simply stale readings, have no units. The double

spaceing in the middle of the data sheet divides the log(v f -v)

values into two groups, and for each group the average time

and average log(

v

f -v) values are given on the extreme right.

Readings in parentheses were taken, but were omitted in the

calculation because, either as a result of the side reaction

already mentioned or because a large scale graph indicated that

they were in error.
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Part I

The Rate of Decomposition of Ethyl Diazoacetate

Catalyzed by Benzoic Acid and in the presence of

Potassium Nitrate

In studying the effect of added salt on the

reaction rate, the first salt to be tried was potassium

nitre te. As already discussed in the review of the literature

Bronsted and ffeeter (37 ) studied the effect of the addition of

potassium nitrate on the decomposition of ethyl diazoacetate,

when oatalyzd by acetic acid. While their results showed

qualitative agreement with the theory, a quantitative application

of the theory was not so successful. Several possible explanations

for this discrepancy were given. More specifically, It was decided

to avoid as much as possible the effects of the side reaction

which they mentioned by calculating the results from the

Guggenheim formula, thus eliminating a very doubtful end reeding.

S##W#W###e Table 3, in which the value of k is

calculated from the formula, k -* 2.503 log a
, gives a

t a-x
series of values for k over a time of 60 minutes. It is Immediately

apparent that the value of k is not constant, but steadily

decreases with time, a decrease directly attributable to the

side reaction already discussed. The value of k calculated from

the same data by the Guggenheim method is given in lable 4.

This value is seen to be considerably different from that of

Table 3.
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Since the effect of the side reaction increases

In magnitude aa the reaction progresses, only the first readings

should he used in determining the reaction constant. In most

cases the first eight readings were divided into two parts,

giving the jg and vS readings. As a result, four values for (v»-v)

were obtained, and from these the constant determined in the

Banner already outlined. Vvlile only eight readings were used in

the calculation, the remaining readings are given in the data

sheets, such readings being inclosed in parentheses.

The data contained in^this Part are very unsatisfactory}

because of the side reaction it is possible\to widely vary the

value ob, the constant by s&mply changing the ntober of readings

used in tias calculation, Cheh^k results were difficult to obtain,

especiallyVn the presence

these data irtdioate a decided positive salt effect, iKv

imposible to tafcat the results quantitatively.
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k 0.01708
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tt&lo 15

Tno Rat* of i>ooorapo»itlon of Ethyl . iasoeeetat* by

bonxolo AM in tho Aboonco of /ddod AXQy

Cone* of £80,
0.00 *

cone* of itensolc Acid
0.009938 U.

(•-•/) log(v»«v)

5*02 19*78 14*76 1*1691

5 7*90 21.00 19*50 1.1909

10 9.89 88*12 12.29 1.0674

u 11*98 88*19 11.81 1*0488

so 19*75 24*08 10*99 1.0141

29 15*40 24*98 9*88 •9805

90 16*99 26*78 8*79 ,9440

99 18*44 26*47 8*09 •9047

1.1091 * 7*9 m • b

0*9608 - 27*5 m • b

0*1489 * -80*0 a

«0 s 0*00741

k - 0.01706

Averag* tine 7*5

" log{v»-v)
1*1091

Avorago tloo 27.5

l©g(T'-v)
0.9608
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Tftblt 16

Th« Rate of ^composition of 3thyl I4.**o*eotafce by

benzoic Acid in the Abaonce of Added O0£

Cone* of &MOs Cone, of ^ensoie Acid
0.00 0.00c333M.

time v v» (•-v) log(v'-v)

17.88 I8«88 1*1881

6 4.88 18.57 14*28 1*1660

10 0,64 18.78 13*11 1*1X76

16 6.77 80*88 12*09 1*0884

so 10*88 81*87 11.06 1*0434

12.60 82.78 10*18 1.0077

20 14*30 9*88 ,9694

35 16.86 24.41 8*56 •8388

1*1970 7*6 ffl - b

0*0888 - 87*5 a 8 b

0*1488 •80.0 m

Average tine 7*3

log(v*«-v)
1.1370

Average tine 27.6

log(v'-v)
0*9882

m 0*00744

0.017 15
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Examination of the data reported In this Part shows

that the use of potassium nitrate Is unsatisfactory for the

study of salt effects In this particular reaction. At all

salt concentrations duplicate determinations were carried out

under- identical conditions \ however, the reaction constants

obtained for duplicate "runs" checked each other only within

wide limits. It was found that by changing the number of

readings uded In its calculation^ the value of the reaction

constant could be changed almost at will. This was especially

true at high salt concentrations and must be attributed to

a
the side reaction alredy discussed. In order to make the

data at various salt concentrations comparable. It was

arbitrarily decided to use the same number of readings in

the calculation of the constant for the different salt concentration
s.

Since this gives only four points from which to determine the

value of k, it is a very unsatisfactory arrangement. However, to

use more readings would have magnified the effect of the side

reaction. It should also be noted that because of the nature

of the measurements to be made* the reaction must be allowed

to run for at least five minutes before any readings are taken.

This time lapse Is necessary to allow the saturation of the

reaction mixture with nitrogen and can jaot be eliminated.

Hence, it is impossible to obtain readings for the first part

of the reaction.

The average values of k^ when plotted as etodinates

ag\nst the concentration of potassium nitrate in the reaction

mixture do not yield a smooth curve. This is shown in fig. 3
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and constitutes further evidence that the data obtained

using potassium nitrate is not reliable. The graph does show,

however, that there is a positive salt effect^ and that the

salt effect is probably not linear. These results are in

agreement with the Bronsted theory and with the results obtained

by Bronsted and Teeter (27 ) and already discussed.

It must be concluded that the elimination of the final

reading("a M value) from the calculation of the reaction constant

does not reduce the effect of the side reaction to negligible

proportions, even though the value of the constant be based

on only the Initial part of the reaction. Since the object of

this research was the quantitative study of the salt effect,

it was apparent that some other salts would have to be found

which would not give a significant side reaction with the

ester molecule.
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Part II

The Rate of Decomposition of Ethyl Diazoacetate Catalyzed

By Perchloric Acid and in the Presence of

Potassium Perohlorate

The number of neutral salts from which one may choose

is rather limited. With the elimination of all salts of the

halogen acids, of nitric acid and of sulfuric acid, all of

which are known to give a side reaction with ethyl diazoacetate,

the choice is still further restricted.

Examination of the electron formula of perchloric acid

• •

*
sp*t

"*

** slight
suggested that the perchlorate radical should show^ tendency to

react with the ethyl diazoacetate molecule^, since electronically

the radical is "saturated". Prom this it appeared that

perchloric acid and the perchlorates might be well suited to

the study of salt effects/in the diazo reaction.

Experimentation Indicated that this reasoning was

correct. Table 17 -a, in which the value of k is calculated

at five minute intervals by means of the formula

k 2.503 log a
t a-x

shows that k does not change significantly with the time.

This table may be compared with table 3^ which gives similar

data for nitrates.



Table 17 -a

Showing the Absence of Side Reactions in the Decomposition

of Sthyl Diazoacetate When Catalyzed by Perchloric

Acid

Cone, of Perchloric Acid
0.000442 M

Time Reading (a-x) log(a-x) fc/2,303

n V P7 no 1 . Aol AX

.

o * oo 1 39 1 ftX . tjff xo 0O7QO*

i o a 30 22 7n 1.3560 .00753

1 5 fi 11v» . XX 1.5199 • 00743

7.7Q 19 21 1.2855 .00739

25 9.38 17.62 1.2460 .00741

30 10.84 16.16 1.2084 .00743

35 12 .22 14.78 1.1697 .00747

40 13.43 13.57 1.1326 .00747

45 14.58 12.42 1.0941 .00749

50 15.57 11.43 1 .0580 .00747

55 16.49 10.51 1.0216 .00745

60 17.33 9.67 .9854 .00743

65 18.11 8.89 .9489 .00742

70 18.80

a = 27.00

8.20 .9138 .00739

* Probably in error

.
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The experiments reported in Part II were designed to

allow measurement of the primary salt effect, if any exists,

in the diazo reaction. For this reason, the concentration of

perchloric acid la not changed throughout this Part. The

concentration of added potassium perohlorate is varied from

zero in table 17 to .0714 M. in Table 33. Hence, changes in

the value of k will be directly due to the added salt. The

concentration of both acid and salt Is given at the top of

each table-, and. in all cases, refers to final concentration.
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»ble 17

The i*f of weeom|>osi ion of Ethyl Iila*o*oetate by

Mrehlovio Aetd la the Absence of Added relts

C#&o. of Added :*lt Cone* of x'erchlorie Aoid
oaooii74 tf.

(v*-v) log(v««v)

26*70 Mm 11•30 l.OYjJP

6
Am MM
| ? |T f 99*29 11.4%

10
--. i AMI88.77 11•wo

"*J

la i9§vi Mil 1 1U.81 x.uaeu

IQ 30*50 41.07 10.49 1*0208

26 31.49 41.65 10.17 1*0073

30 38.39 42.26 9*87 .0943

35 33 .88 42*80 9*68 •9814

40 34.00 43.38 9.38 .9728

46 84,98 43.91 9.08 •9681

60 35.60 44 .43 8.85 •9460

55 N • 80 46«M 8.56 .9325

89 37.09 45*46 8.36 .9222

65 37.80 45.92 8.12 §9098

1.0387 .t-

•9460
15 n •
50 m •

b
b

1

'.CH8S7
1

,

k >

JSg"S'
.002479
.006709

Avex«ge tine 15

8 log(v«*v)
1.0327

Avezage time 50

log(v»-v)
0.9460



Table 18

The Kate of i>eooepoeition of sthyl .lasoaeotate by

Pejwjhloric ^cld la the Abeonee of Added aalte

Cone* of Added salt
0*00

cone, of Perehlovio i eld
00001474 K.

Mat (v*-v) log(v'-V}

84*00 36,90 11.90 1,0786

1 £6.00 IMQ 11,60 1,0647

10 86.00 37,04 11.84 1,0608

15 26*97 37,88 10.91 1,0391

20 87*87 38.63 10.6G 1,0878

26 88.79 39,16 10,37 1*0169

m 89.67 99*70 10,03 1*0013

35 30.68 40,89
.m> MM
9,77

r*.AAA
,9899

40 31.36 40,87 9,61 ,9782

46 32.19 41,46 9,87 .9671

60 88,97 41.96 8,98 ,9633

M 33.76 8.7C ,9400

CO •Ml 48.97 8,48 •9884

u 43,46 8,86 .9164

1,0391 15 rn • b

60 o • b

,0868

k

•36 m

0,008460

0.005642

Average tine 16

leg(v'-v)
1,0391

voyage time 60

* log(v'-T)
0,9633
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TabXo 19

?orchlorlc Aoid in tho Abeoaoo of Added Salto

com* of Added r*,it«

o«oo
con*, of Porohlorio Aoid

ga001474 H,

ft** (v«~vO log(v«-v)

19.00 89*90 10*90 1.0574

6 19.9* 30*64 10*68 1.0246

10 20.88 81.18 10.80 i.oiri8

16 81.7$ a.77 10*01 1.0004

£0 88*60 9.76 •9890

Avorogo tlao 10

1*0188

S&.4B |||j8] 9.47 •9765

50 84*87 55.46 9.19 •9685

M 85.08 54.00 3.99 .9855

n 86.81 54.65 s#n .9566

«| UiM 55.08 •#44 •9874

50 •7.28 56.60 Mi •9140

M 85.99 8.09 |89W*

m 88*69 <. - • 7.89 ,8971

m 89.85 86.89 7.64 .8831

• la e**or (tvm sswph)

1.0X88 10.0 a # b

0.9461 57.6 « • b

.0677 «87.5 n

M 0.008465

1 * 0.006667

Avow*s« tlao 87.8

• log(v»-^)
0.9461
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Table SO

Tito Kftto Of DeeewpoBitien of iSthyl imaaoaeetete by

Ferohlevle Acid in the Abeenee of Added Bolts

cone* of Added Salt
0*00

cone* of /erciiiorio Acid
09001474 8*

Tim

46*80 SO »B0 10.30
Average tin© 7.5

41.2a 5i*so 10.01 1*0004
B log(v*-v)

10 43*30 neel 9.75 •9880 0*9948

43.07 92.85 0*49 •0788

30 43.87 83.08 9.81 .dt>42
Average time 25.0

85 44.64 58 pH 8*98 •9504
M leg(v»-v)

50 45.40 14*01 3*08 •9885 0.9510

0.0948 8 7*5 m • 8

0.9510 85*0 v * 8

.0438 -17.5 »

«m m 0.008498

H 0*004768
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'2h« Rate of i*w«apoiiUon of Ethyl Dlasoaeoteto by

l»a?«hloi»JLc Aeld la the n*»«ae« of «clG£

cone, of MHO*
0,00447 * Gone, of Pevohlorie AoM

00001474 M.

Tin© V ft

8*18 io.oo 11,75 3..0695

ft 0,21 20.60 tt.59 1,0666

10 10*17 21.30 11.13 1*04650

16 lias 21.BO 10,76
A

1,0610

20 12.00 88,47 10.47 1.0199

26 12.00 23,1a 10,28 1,0120

SO 13.77 25175 Ml

log(v»-v)
1,0396

ss 14,67 i #« m 9.61 ,9827

4 16.60 24.05 9,35 ,9699

45 1C,26 26.37 9.12 0600

60 17,08 8.80 •9446

66 17,82 26.56 8,63 .9509

60 ^8*W^ 86,3* 3,34

66 10.20 27,52 6.12 •9097

1.0336 a 16 • b

,9466 «r AO m • b

0880 .

0.002613

k n 0.006787

Average tine 60

8 loS{v«-*)
0.9466
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flat Hate of Deeoapoeltlcm of Bthyl Dioxe«c©t»t© by

PorobJLorio AoKS in the Sttesenco of S.GI04

cone* of aU10a
0.00447 M.

Cono. of PerohlortLo Acid

<E OA 11.76 1.0700

ft 4.17 16.69 li*52 1.0014

10 5.25 4 JP «r 1**.

16.58 11.IK 1.0473

16 17 .00 1 • »•' | 1.0338

7.15 17.60 10.45 1.0191

Hi 8*00 10.2b 1.0107

£0 8.97 18.78 9.91 .9961

3fc 8.76 19.87 Mi .9786

40 10*60 19.88 9.38 .9712

4Ei 11.36 20.42 9.07 .9876

60 12.18 si.00 8.82

56 12.0O 21.60 8.60 .9246

60 13.66 wn 8.35

65 14.38 28.44 8.06 •9063

j
16 m - b

•9461 g ' 80 s - b

.0860 -*5 a

k s

0.002516

0.005792

If.

" log(v»*v)
1.0341

Avorago tlno 50

" log(v«-v)
0.9461
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2tbl« 83

flio Kato of i*«o»po»Hioa of At.hyi iiinMootato by

p«z*hlo*ii Acid in tho Froaenco of iwC10„

Cone, of Kdfti
0*00447

6

Cone, of .
3«5»ol'Oorie Acid

0.0^1474

TiffiO V <•-*) logU*-

7.30 18 .85 11.46 1.0602

6 19.56 11.17 1 kMM
10 20.25 10. 7

15 10.35 ft6u88

so 11.25 21.46

II 18*10 22 #02 41 * / v.,- W *u*

SO 15.04 H 41 * IVHR

56 15.77 2w.09 bife nm
40 14.50 85.70 0.11 .0506

46 15.55 24,£4 8.80 .0480

BO 16.15 84.72 8.80 .9540

66 16.87 86.10 6.5)2 .9201

60 £5.70 8.12 .0098

C5 m& 7.80 .8021

1.0219 18 m • b

»SfM SO m • b

•00136

0.008588

0.00692

Atomic* tir*© 16

* lo«(v»«?)
1.0819

Avorogo tl-ne 50

log(v»-v)
0.0554
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24

Tho Rate 06 IteoonpoalUoa of £thyl *Mwio»«ot»iw fey

Porohloado A«ld In tht jfrocouoo or JMIO4

Cono. of mio*
0.00B9S «•* €o&6* or ?as»chXoi*io i old

0.0001474 ii.

8*46 22.77 14.64 1*1666

9*60 16.99 1.1468

10

If

so

Ml *fc

10*88

11.01

15.10

24.36

26.16

85.95

W-64

12.BS

1*1616

1.1818

1.1069

j MMM6 kAn 10

" log(v»-v)
1*1810

14*16 86.67 12.52 1.0S76

•0 16 .so 27.6® 12.23 1*0860

St 16.24 86.06 11*51 1*0782

40 17.2© 26.76 11.47 1*0596

4-'

80

00

IMI
19.26

80.18

89.40

89*41.

60.58

11.12

10.76

10.40

1.C461

1*0614

1*0170

Avovtgt tloo 60

B loa{v»-*}
1*0619

60 U JM *««*•' i. .Uvuo

66 21.93 61.78

1.1210

1,0619

9.79

~ 15 a -

3 60 a •

•9908

b

1

0.0891

=~ 0.008546

k - 0.0Q6861
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Tablo 85

Tho Ziato of X*4*a99»ittoa of EthyX ^wmuU by

rw«UMU Acid in tho Proem* of *ao*.

coa*. of net*.
0.00896 k}

Coao. of ?oroiuopic Acid
0»C00X*74 fc.

Time 1 Xog(ir»*v)

3.77 *3.4£ 14.C6 X»X668

9.97 84.1© 14*13 1.1301

in

JU

Ml

XJ..XO

19 *«.«

K?>.01

Oc Mae5.7t»

Clt A"i
« C

1

!<;• ..iw

13.41

lo.C«i

1.1418
Avorogo tino 1&

1.1^74
lo«(v»«*v)

1.1140 X«1871

86 14.45 87,00 IS .67 1.0993

30 15.44 87.76 18.31 1.0Q03

*X> Oft "Ktilea « 0{J 1 1 <VJ l <v/ai

17.4& 8S .98 11.43 1.0360

m 89.61 11.85 1.0604

60

60

eo.u

ei.ox

50.19

80.75

31.88

10.01

10.60

10.87

1.037b"
Avorogo tino o2,6

1.0263
* lo$(v»-v)

X^OUO l.GSOt

65 81.63 si.es 10.00 1.0000

70 82*64 32.30 9.60 •9880 F

1.1271 16.0 m / b

1.0.306 s 68,3 n 8 • b

0*0963 m -37.5 m

ic

0.008669

0.0009X6
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?able 86

Kato of i>econpos;lfcion of Ethyl fiiitotoattti by

rorehlofie Acid in tho ?x«os9nce of &clo4

done, of -C10A
0,0179 a.

* cone, of Perohlorle r-oiA
0.0001474 &,

Tlat

8.69 80*75 14.04 1*1474

3

10

18

0.10

10.26

81*64

28.60

81.99

16.69

Hi
18.73

1*1668

1 1 C nr.J..JU-QU

**XU4B
° logiv'-v)

1.1160

•t 11.39 86.74 18.66 1*0917

86 12 .48 84.46 18.06 1*0806

30 16.49 86*11 11*68 1*0668

2*

40

45

14.60

16.47

16*40

25.BO

86*46

87*09

11*60

10*98

10.07

1.0661

1*0406
average -i*ae 4«.6

1*0640

50 17.66 87*68 10*64 1.0146

55 13*80 88.86 10.06 1.008*

60 18*f9 88*80 9*81 .0917*

Of 19.87 » .66 9*49 ••9776*

* in ercort fvora gMph)

1.1160 a 18.6 m m 6

1*0640 48*6 is *» b

.0790 a -60.0 a

O.0OT634

0,006066
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Tftblo 27

Hhm Rate of i^compoiifcion of r.thyl i>U*oacot«to by

ForchlojUc Acid in tho ?roaon©« of kClo
4

Con*, of Ado,,
0*0179 «•

'••one, of i'orohlotfle Aoid
0*0001474 M*

Tlao • 10g(?«-v)

2.56 16*99 14.34 1*1665

1 5.62 i7.as 14*20 1.1582

«• anIti.o /

4.0 ft Ano.wp 1 A ACT13 *0 i

Awftgo ftlns 15
13*47 1.1204

so 7*18 mm 1*1146 1.1891

25 ©17 80*99 12.72

w*«V &X*Ov 1*0954

as 10<f86 82.9© a im 1.0802

40 11*50 22.9c 11.60 1.0646

45 M 23.58 11.86 1.0815

is#8? 84.80
Avowino tin© 50

50 10.82 1.0246

14*28
* lon(v»-»v)

n 8*9 10.60 1.0255 1*0576

60 15.26 26.46 10.88 1.0084

16*11 86*05 9.94 •9974

18 B - b

1.0276 b 80 m - b

•98*8 -56 ra

k

0.008618

0.006016
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Table 23

Hi* Rate of lioaaapooittoa of Ethyl I>laaoacetate by

?Or©hlori* Acid in the Preaonce of KC1G,

Cone, of .,C10«
0*0179 IU

* -oao» of Perchloric Aeld
0.0001474 IU

mm lo«{ v'-v)

9*90 34.94 15*07 1*1781

6 11*17 as .as 14*65 1*1658

10 18*45 25.65 14*28 l»H>fci9

18 1£ *68 87*45 15*77 1.1**39

80 14*90 88.80 15*50 1.1856

as 15*99 88*96 18*97 1.1189

30 17.10 89*70 12.50 1*1004

35 50,48 18*20 1*0884

40 19*19 51*11 11*9*
It ill in ^
1*0763

45 80*&J 31*73 11*58 1*0887

50 n,so 32.40 11*10 1*0453

55 33*03 10*80 1*0334

30 83.17 33*67 10*50 1*0218

65 24.04 34.«* iO*lb 1.UU&6*

• In error (from graph)

1*3454 a 18*5 ra b

1*0609 » 45*0 n • b

•0845 jN

•ei s

k h

-32.5 m

o 00*-*

0.005986

Average time 18.5

" lost
1.1454

Average tlrao 45.0

" 1g£(v»-v)
> .0609
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Tft lo 29

Th« iVkte of i nwinlitIon of Kthyl Dlosoftcetattt by

Porciilorie KM In th© MMM of KC104

cono* of
6.0567 m*

* cone, of i'crchlorie J old
0.0001474 M*

fimo ir ltMj(v*-v)

7.0$ 18.119 11.84 1.0766

1 MS 19.66 11 .CO l*0ttf>7

10. MM• I§mH 11.18 1.0484
I

16 10*00 10.89 1.0S7Q

so 10*95- MM 10*65 1.08?*

a§ 11.8? MJ gf| 10.18 1.0077

so 18.78 WmM .9921

los(v»»v)
1.0647

65 16 *S8 26*17 9*66 .9000

II 14.49 83.71 9*86 .9658

45 16*84 9 .02 •9667

SO 18*06 84*76 a,78 •9408

66 ia*80 8.68 •9252

60 17,52 8.16 •9117

18*88 IBP # --i.^i* 7*98 una j

1.0647 =. 16 ffl * b

.9899 60 m * b

.0964 - m i

0*008784

AVO»OgO tiriO 50

n 10^7»-V)

k - •006875
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SOble 90

of **compoeition of Sthyl 3i*so*oetate by

Perchloric < eld in the Presence of &CIQ4

Cone* of 4.CIO4
0.0957 M*

cone* of Perchloric Acid
0*000X474 M.

Time

a 10*98 85*51 15.16 1*1607

$ 11,78 Hi * j *«' S4o4> 1*1498

10 18*99 87*19 14*14 1*1506
&99J!ejej I9JMI H

M UM 87.99 13*79 1.1377
*fc # t J| .

lo^v'-v)
~o >

|
M 19*91 1*1248 1*1985

94 14 *49 89*48 1.1189

SO 17,65 50*81 18*56 1*0990

** h
35 18*79

%*Tt H A
18.16

40 19.04 31*59 11*75 1*0700

01 80*37 Ml rftl 11*95 1*0550
*141*449 HM 99

r-u
**** ISLti21*48 SS 94 11 .00 1*0414

log(v'-v)m

65 98*73 32.58 10*74 1.08X0 1.0489

60 83*74 94.09 10.99 1*0149

it 84*64 94.64 10*00 1*0000

1.1985 15 m • b

1*0485 50 m • b

10944 MM 13

0.008744

0.006919
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Table 31

The Rat* of ^composition of Ethyl Dlesoaeetate by

ferehlovie Acid in the Presence of &DIO4

Cone, of &CIO4
0.0337 Si*

Cono. of Povehlorie AcId
0.0001474 tf«

Tint (v»-v) le$v«-v)

16.04 30.60 16.64 1.1914

6 16.40 31.63 16.04 1.1773

10 17.90 38.47 14.57 1 .1636

15 iMI 33.37 14.16 1.1611

80 £0.68 34.10 13.61 1.1330

M 21.88 L2.fi 1.1816

l*g(v'-<v)
1.1664

30 83.01 35.86 12.86 1.1080

86 36.68 18.44 1*0048

40 37.42 12*04

26*40 38.18 11.69 1.0678

60 19 iii 38.90 11.38 1.0638

66 28.63 30.60 10.97 1*0408

02 29.68 40.28 10.66 1.0278

Average time 46.0

* log(v»*v)
1.0677

1*1684

1.0877

22.6 a *

46.0 m a

b

b

.0887

«ta m

k

«82*6 a

0.002730

0.00828?
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Tabl© 88

8* m%m of Doeoapooltion of KthyX MasoaootatO by

Forohlorlft Acid la the moone© of &CX04

Cone* of
0.07X4 M*

Coae. of porohlofdo Aeld
0*000X474

Time Xog(v*««

10*80 86.69 18.60 1.27X6

• XX ,80 29.8? X8.07 X.8f?70

xo eA/*CK3 1.2588

XS 15.08 «jx* «y 1« J71 1.2250

20 In .flu •aft • # A X.207X

As25 13*07 15.47 1.1895

SO
AR 14.08 1.1748

H 80*80 35.20 14.50 1.1614

40 28.06 56.X8 14.06 1*1480

46 2S.27 66«H 15.65 1.1519

60 84.45 57.50 15.06 X.X188

B0 2s .68 58.20 18.58 1.0997

60 86*70 58*98 12.88 n MMl.OBM*

n 6t«ia 66«4I XI.77 1.0718

1.8251 m 16 a D

X*XX67 - 60 a • b

•X064 — «55 a

B 0.005040

i - 0.007001

Av©*ag© tia© 16

18g<v«-v)
X.228X

Av«r»g© tint 80

8 log(v»ir)
1.1167
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Table 33

The Bat© of i^ooatpoaitien of Ethyl J&asoeoetate by

Perchloric Acid la the preacnee of KCl©^

cone* of &&O4
0.0714 a.

Cone* of Perchloric Aeld
0.0001474 K,

Ira© (v»-v) log(v'-v)

4*98 19*04 14*18 1*1498

5 6.08 19*80 16*78 1.1375

10 7*88 80*64 13 .86 1.1885

li 3*47 81*8» 18.78 1.1066

$Q 9*60 81*96 12*66 1*0910

85 10*49 M|#tfi U*91 1*0759

80 11*77 83.30 11.56 1.0618

36 18*76 85.90 11.14 1*0469

10 13.78 M •; 1 10.76 1*0318

«e 14*69 85*16 10*48 1*0196

60 16*64 85*70 10*06 1.0086

56 16*86 26*14 9,59 •9010

M 17.40 86.78 9.38 •9694

66 18*88 87.86 9.06 •WOO (

1.1064 m 16 is - b

1.0011 60 » <* b

.1066 £ •66 m

= 0*003009

Average time 15

" log(v»-v)
1.1064

vorege tlaa 50

log(v'-v)
1.0011

k 0.006109
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The data embodied in Tables 17 through 33 show t' at the

effect of a nesttral salt upon the velocity of decomposition

of diasoacetate should n~ot be neglected, even though a strong

acid is used as catalyst. Plotting the reaction constants as

ordlnatea against the concentration of potassium perchlorate

as abscissae(^ig. 4) indicates that a simple linear relationship

exists between these two variables. This confirms the work of

Brftsted and Duus ( 28) who reported a strong linear salt effect

for this reaction.

At aero salt concentration the concentration of the

HCIO4 is ,000147 M. , and hence the salt effect of the acid

may be disregarded), the value of the reaction constant, kg,

was found to J?e 5,705 x 10~5 , Several investigators have shown

that the so-called catalytic constant, kH3$fr» obtained by

dividing the reaction constant,k, by the concentration of ##

HgO**, is a constant independent of the source and concentration

of the hydrogen ions,

kn
k

m 5.705 x IP-5 m 38.88 ^H3°^ W 1.47 x 10-4

This value may be compared to those of Fraenkel( 5 ), who

obtained 38.6 using nitric acid and 38.9 using picric acid.

As has been observed, there exists a simple linear

relationship between the reaotion constant, k, and the molar

salt concentration, C. In accordance with the general linear

equation, this relationship may be stated mathematically
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In this manner

.

k 3 kQ-f* mC ;2

:

where m la the slope of the line In fig. 4^. and Is numerically

0.0177. Hence^the above equation becomes

k s ko + 0.0177 C j3:

and from which

ko s k - 0.0177 C ;4j

But from ill it is seen that

<HS0*) ^ ^2
58.88 »5:

Combining ;4: and ,5:, on© obtains

0.0177 C «6j

38.88 38*88

0.02572 k - .00046 6 j7j

The first term in equation :7i is Independent of the acid

used and of the salt. The second term may be looked upon

as the correction factor for the primary salt effect,* and

hence the coefficient might vary somewhat because of the

specific nature of the ions. However, eaen though m_ was

evaluated In equation .3. using potassium perchlorate as the

salt, the extension of the validity of equation :7i to include

all salts of the univalent type involves no serious assumptions,

since differences In the value of the coefficient of C due

to the specific nature of the salt would be very small^-and for

low values of C should introduce no significant ## error.

It is not ooncievable that the linear salfr effect

discussed in this Part should be due to any further ionization
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of the perchloric acid, which is already completely ionized.

Hence^the effeot must be attributed to some other cause, as,

possibly, the ohanging of the activity coefficient of the ethyl

diazoacetate, or, since the effeot is linear, more probably

a" salting out" phenomenon. In any case, correction must be made

for this linear effect in studying the secondary salt effect

manifested when the reaction is catalyzed by a wsfek acid. For

this reason, in studying secondary salt effects^- equation :7;

will be used to calculate the hydrogen ion concentration from

the reaction constant and the salt concentration.
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Fart III

The Kate of Decomposition of Ethyl Dlazoaceate by Benzoic

Acid in the Presence of Potassium Perohlorate-

The Effect of Potassium Perchlorate upon

The Dissociation of Benzoic Acid

The data presented in Part II showed that no significant

side reaction occurs between the ethyl diazoacefcate molecule

and perchlorates.lience, it seemed desirable to repeat the work

reported in Parti using potan.slum perchlorate in place of

potassium nitrate in an attempt to obtain data from which

the effect of added salts upon the dissociation of benzoic acid

could be quantitatively studied.

As a result of experience obtained, some minor changes were

made. The concentration of benzoic acid added was reduced, thus

slowing down the reaction. This gade it possible to base the

calculation of the reaction constant upon more readings with

a consequent improvement in the constant. ApparatusMAn (see

discussion of apparatus) was used in the two preceding sections.

Apparatus nB$B was used in this section and in the following

sections of this work. Constants obtained with this apparatus
h

were more satisfactory tan those obtained with the previous
A

apparatus

•

The concentration of benzoic acid was held constant throughout

this Part^. while the concentration of potassium perchlorate was

varied from zero to .0833 M. The data are given in Tables 34

through 51.
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Tablo 54

The Rate of fcecofapoiitlon of Ethyl Diosoaeetate by

i>0666l4 Acid in tM 6168861» of Adit* SOltt

Cone I Bolt cone* of fioaaolo Aeid
0*001040 11*

mi 7» (•-7) log(v»-v)

(^Nl 46*9* 18*10 1*8577

i

10

15

$0*55

52.15

52 .73

47.90

46*70

ilM

17*87

16*56

16*77

1.2573

1.8186

1*1978

Average tine 10

1*8180

80 55*82 50*50 16,08 1*1764

85 54*65 51*06 14.45 1*1668

SO

M
40

57*06

59*29

40*50

51*60

58*49

66*15

15*88

15*20

18*66

1*1406

1*1166

1.1061

Avevege tiao 66

* log(v««v)
1*1807

m 41.70 55*75 18*05 1*0810

1.8180 10 m * 1

1.1807 56 Ml - b

0978 s -85 is

01 i 0*008668

k = 0.008965
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T*bl* 56

tt» Btffc* of Zttoooqpooitlon of Ethyl &Uso*e«tfttO by

bon*oi« Aeid la tho &b««neo of Added solta

Cone. Of Maud Salts
0.00

tout, of toaaolo / old
0.001040 .

Tls« V *• log( v*-v)

l&.io 4Q.*9 86*19 1.4018

s 17*79 41*77 MUM 1.5788

id

15

80

fit} i V'lHQ PPO

22.la***** 4**09

46*18

£1*91

£0.98

Afomg* tin* 16
1*5408

1*8818 1.2416

ft Has 46.81 1 (P (jflNi 1*8060

30 A*t fill 19*81 MM
65 2d .81 49.19 18*68 1*8848

40 51.58 4 9*10 17*68 1*8466

60

55

1K
;'*20

Mil
34*31

60*00

60*88

U |fl8J

w^»nwf

15.64

MM
Avovoge tin® 60

1*8068
w

log<v*-v)
1*1858 1*8051

11 67.77 68*40 l.loOV

68 69.17 66*17 14*00 1.1461

15 n • b

1.8061 - 50 m • b

•1664 * -65 »

« 0*088888

k 0*008878
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ffctt* 36

M Bato *t Dooonpooltion of iSfchyl Idaaoooototo by

Bon»olo Acid in th© ot iiC104

Uonc. of 4&GIO4
0.0O&8 it.

Con©, of console Acid
0.001040 U*

(••v) lag(v'-v)

28.20 4i»c2 16*42 1.1277

1 39*46 42.20 12*86 1.1099

10

16

BO

30*70

61*8?

23.00

42.33

46«#

44.07

12*19

11.62

11*07

1*0860
Awjpogo ttsao 16

1.0658
* log(v*-v)

1,0441 1.0660

2o 64*06 44*66 10*67 1.0241

50 66*04 46.17 10.16 1*0056

H -V #VV 9,66 •9360

40 £6*93 46.17 9*84 *.966T

n
• 0

|0

37 »ol

<.- n Ml

39*48

| , HOT

47.01

8.79

7*98

•9440
Average tico 80m

" log(v*-v)
•9009 0.9228

60 40.20 AT Pi.... .x 7*61 *8814

66 40.94 46.21 # *«#

1.0600

.9228

- 16 lu • b

- b

.1488 £ «66 m

-<o - 0*004080

k 0*009419
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Table 57

M i»te of ^ecoaipooition of Ethyl Di«softaot«te by

Benzoic Aold la the ifeeeence of &eio4

Cone* of R8I84
0.0052 M.

Cone* of i*nsol« Aeld
0,001040 M.

. i w 1

1

log<v*«*v)

mm £<&**8 19*58 1.2910

I 13,10 56*78 IS .68 1*8714

mn 17*81 1*8606

15 58.65 16*93
A

1*8294

20 83*19 59.58 16*19 MM
2$ 84,78 40.19 1&*41 1.1373

SO 26*n 40*90 14.35 1*1717

Average time 15

log£v*«*r)
1.2505

27.57 41.67 14*10 1*1492

40 20*39 H 0$ 15*50 1.1503

45 50*19 45*00 1.1102

SO 51.41 45*60 12*19 1*0360

55 52.57 44*19 11*38 1.0652

n 55*63 44.77 11.09 1.0448

65 ^4*59 45.29 10*70 1.0834

1.3505 b

1.0379 ~ 50 a - b

•1484 « *56 ci

« 0.004070

Average ttee 50

• log(v'-v)
1*0879

k ~ 0.069575
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ToblO 28

Th« mtm of JtoooapoUtloa of Ethyl IdLazoacotate by

Bonsolo Acid in the rr—ac9 ©f <iClo4

Cone, of ^.ClQ,

0.0104 M.
1

Cone, of -euaoic Aoid
0»C0X^40 H*

H vlw I * * **V

/

V ' ""V #

1 1 . i 17 .OA* • »•/« **xooo

5 17*24 33,96 16*74 1,8236

10 18*39 34*?a 15,39

80,46
AWAX^gwfr tilEO 16

15 36,57 13,11 1,1793

20
log{ v*-v)

81,89 36,29 14,40 1*1384 1*1305

M 2Z «8JI 33.99 13,70 1,1367

30 Hiii mm 13*11 1,1176

35 33,38 12,45 1.0948

•

I/ Hail••''V • .
... * V 11.91 1*0759

- 1*0685

29,20£0 8jy86 10,64
n lo«(v»-v)

M SO.28 40*53 10*26 1*0107 1.0327

30 41,06 9*83 9925

es 32.19 PHI m

i,iao5 _ 16 13 • b

1,0327 a 60 i i

.1478 a «86 M

0*004881

0*009721
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MNU 39

m« Ratt of Composition of Bthyl iiU~oacet»to by

insole Aoi<5 la «h« ?x*8«ma of i^l04

Con©, of .iXlO.

0.0104 M* <
cone, of i*n»oi« Acid

0.001040 Xt

MM • log(vt*v)

15*33 £l«48 18*10 1*2577

9 15 ,19 MM 17*20 1*2555

10

15

20

10*95

IS#50

20*00

OS .28

£4.30

16*27

few *~ +±
15*50

14*80
,: P

1.2114
Av«j*sa tlma 15

1.1905
log(irr.t)

1*1705 1.1918

23 21.40 .55 14*18 1.1501

20
t MM

22*9ff 56*23
* ** < *
| 'W H RV

I

1.1274

95 56*33 12.80
y

1.1078

40 2£*54 37,51 1247 1.0853

m
50

55

26.47

27.64

28,63

96*09

58*69

39*21

11*68

11*06

10|»8^

1.0652
Avorogo ttao 50

1*0454
" log(v*-f)

1*0824 1.0441

00 29. S9 59.76 10*07 1*0050

65 30.60 40*20

1*1918

«M)0 .9388

b

1*0441 ... '80 a • b

.1477 a «86 a

« i*004220

k J. 0*009718
i
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Tho mf of i^eiwpoiiltUKi of 3fchyl i>i*ao»cot*to by

ftonftolo Add ia tiiO ftNf8848 of KCIO4

Cono. of &CIO4
0.0806 M.

Cone, of bonaolo Acid
0.001040 II*

Timo I V* log(v'-v)

87,10 38.17 12,07 1.0819

6 28.27 38*73 11.46 1*0688

10 68*86 40.88 10.84 1*0680

IB
Avovftgo tlmo 15

1*0178

no 2,1.An
* l0£t(v'*V)

fOO •8834 1.0161

n 58.38 41.80 8.48 •8740

30 33*36 48.88 3.86 .8474

35 34 #17 48.67 6*60 JM M

* 35,00 43.07 8.07 §8881

36.77 43,48 7.88 •8884
Avow^o -Ino 50

60 ?6«53 7*38 •8881
" lo iv»-v)

136 37.83 44*17 6.96, •8414 0.8647

00 37.80 44.57 6*67

66 38.66 44.37 6*38 .noo7

1.0131 » 15 ES b

.804? 60 ra # b

•1614 * -55 n

p 0.004385

* 0.003900
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Table 431

The 3»t« of aeconpotitten of itthyl DUeoecetate by

iieasele Mi in %he Pvoaenoe of sei©4

cone* of «Ci04
0.0200

•one* of oen&olc eld
0.891040 K*

Htni »

leg(v**v)

D 86*01 58*89 ie.se

6 27*26 59*49. 12415 1.0874

10 88*45 40.10 1.060*

lb •••§9
Average Siraa 15

40*66 11.09 1*0449
B legC* 1 **)

so 50*67 41 *21 10*64 1*8888 1.0466

25 51*60 41*75 10*15 l.oor e

50 52*60 42*25 9*65 •9886

56 55.54 •.14 .9600

4jQ 45.12 8*6f' *95£f

45 56.27 45.51 8*24 •9159
&v9mm tin* 60

50 56*0? 45.90 7*85 .995?

56.8© 44*87 7*47 ..87;: 0*8946

00 57*55 44.62 7.00

65 58.sue 44.97 6.76

1*0456 b

.3946 fc

•1510

m
k , 0.009957
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The Roto of iieeorapeeitios of Stfayl Diaaoaootate by

console Aold in the preaenee of ££lo4

cone* of JSCIO4
G.oeos at.

cone* of i exusolc Acid
0*001040 M*

1 H log(v*<

27*06 HH 11*56 1.0650

5 SB .14 88«M 10*94 1*0390

10 89*16 59*60 10*48 1*0179

15 •'O.fcO 40*10 9*90 •9956

80 51.16 40.68 9*48 •9740

26 52.08 41*00 8*98 •tftfi

50 32,91 41*46 V •9?15

/vexmge bJae 15

loc(v»-v)
0.9969

55 53*78 41.90 8*18 .9096

40 34.6$ 48*23 7.70 « -
:
'<

•

48 55*31 42*68 7*31 •8659

50 36.00
AV€»•ft* tine 50

42.99 6*99 *M46

65 36*7i *s«a4 6*63
1

*S&ii5
l03(V»-V)
0*8456

60 37*38 43*66 6*34 •8081

65 37 .96 43*94 1 6*98 .7767

0*9989 - 16 a * b

0*8436 3b 50 a • b

.1684 9 •38 a

in 0*004554

It s» 0.01005
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2*bl* a
tko Koto of Xtecompoaltlan of Ethyl Dlftao*eat&t« by

console Add in tho Freeanco of ^104

cone* of IfiXO
o.oeoe m.

4 vonc. of ittnsolo Acid
0.001040 H*

T1E38 V V*
** A , 4

log<v»-v)

«i>*70 12*48 1*0962

5 87*95 11*88 1.0748

10 40*38 11*28 1*0523
A***ft#* tins 15

15 50*13 M 10*78 1*0326
• log(v»-v)

20 31,20 t*V*4i 10*28 1*0120 1*0819

25 32.80 41*98 9*68 •9859

SO iMi 40*46 9*32 • «^ **^i

54,08 42*86 8*78 •9435

40 5«< .97
**> Jtfcrt

4*Wpl lofli •9201

Am46 35*74 43#67 7.92 .8993
IMNfl tl!S0 60

80 36*6v .8762
" log(v , -v)

M 37*27
« a AIM
44*47 7*20 •8573 0.8788

60 37.32 44*» e.se •8376

86 38*59 45*16 6*57 .8176

1*0319 15 m * I

0.3788 50 m - b

•1531 ~ -35 m

0*004374

k 0*01007
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Sotolo 44

The Rat© of i>eoofnpo«itiori of Ethyl fiiexoeoatate toy

tionsoio i old in th* Freeeneo of &C10*

cone* Of aCIG.
0.0208 il«

4 cone, of xwoftole /-old
0.001040 M.

V* iog(*6«r)

14*50 32*14 17*76 1*8498

G 16*19 35*00 1*2866

10 17*87 35.78 15*90 1.201'

15 19.43 34.66 15.15 1.1790

20 20*80 35.29 14.40 1.1684

26 22*10 36*00 15.32 1*1406

30 23*30 36.66 13.06 1.1160

n 24..v, 37*28 12.42 1,0941

40 26*05 37.88 11*85 1*0730

: 27*16 38*46 11*50 1.0631
I

50 58 .93 10*71 1*0890

65 39*56 10*24 1*0103

60 50.20 40*02 9*72 .9877

n 31*20 40*50 9*30 •9686

1*1816 ac 15 iu • to

1.0509 9 60 B • to

•1606

0.004304

k a 0.009918

lo«(v»-v3

ttae 50

log(Y»-v)
1.0309
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Tubln 46

2ho I*t« of decomposition of Ethyl DUsooootat* by

console *oid in the of liClO.

cone* of «.v.X04

0*O4i7 ft*

Cone, of bonftoio laid
0.001040 U.

Ml / t»l
,
ma \

\ V **V J £Og(V v •VJ

16*02 66*11 18*09 1*8674

5 16*98 64*00 17*02 1*8610

10 18*65 64*80 16*16 1*2082

16 30.
Aro*g« tiao 16

66*63 16.66 1*1861

im 36*66 14*61 1*1640 ..1864

85 26.17 67*00 16.81 1.1408

SO 24*48 67*67 13*00 1*1169

56 26*70 38.19 12.40 l.oc. •;

26.99 38*79 11*80 1*0719

m 28.10 39»3& 11*20 1.0492

60 BJMB 39*96 10*76 1.060C

66 30*23 40.47 10,19 1*0082

60 31.^8 40.89 9*6: .8827

66 32.23 41*38 9*18 •9814

1.1864 - b

1.0288 vs. 80 « • b

.1682

Average tiao 80

log(T'ir)
1.0888

m m 0.004521

0.01041
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Pablo 46

Rftto of iW©ompo»itlon of Hthyl Dl«soao«t«to by

boruole AfftA in tho Presence of KCIO4

Cone. Of &C1Q.
0.0417 1*.

<
Cone, of <*n£ole Aold

0.001040 a.

rtat lV*«*) lOg(v«-v)

26.20 39.10 11.80 1.071D

s 27.47 56.67 11.20 1.0492

10 28.56 max 10.65 1.0273

ii 20.60 39.70 10.10 1*0043

20 20.63 40.16 9.66 .9805

25 31.64 40.60 9.06 .98*1

so •a 4. pVO

M 33.22 41.47 8.1B .9127

40 34 .CB 41.85 7.77 .8904

46 34*82 42.20 7.38 .8601

do f .U»* •a*€<5

36.27 mm 6.61 •8803

60 36.3u 46*18 6.29 .7980

66 37.51 43.60 6.99 #7774

l.UG3fc> x 16 m # I

b448 3 50 m • 3

.1590 »

k

•36 a

0.004641

0*01046

Average tiao 16

8 log(v«-v)
1.0038

Average time 50

log(v»-v)
0.8448
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T»bl« 47

TIM Roto of ^ooompoaitlon of ithyl Dlacotootftte by

consoles Acid In tho Proaen«« of X&O4

Cone* of xlClO*
0,0417 At.

* Gone, of bensole Add
0.001040 M«

Tlmo ft 9v»-v) loG(v»-v)

1 33.48 43*18 9.70 Ml
34,48 43*68 9*16 .9619

10 36*31 43*97 8.66 .9376

16 36*16 44.41 8*86 •9164

BO 36*98 44.77 7.79 •8916

26 37*77 46*14 7.37 •8676

SO 38*46 46*60 7*04 •8476

36 39*17 0''^\-; 6*67 •8841

40 m*m 46*17 6*36' am
It 40*48 46*43 6*01 •7788

60 41*08 43*71 6*69 .7661

55 41*69 46*98 6*39 .7516

00 48*10 47*88 6*18 •7143

66 48*60 47*68 4*98

0*9166 16 ra • b

0*7670 60 a • b

.1686 « •36 a

0*004638

k a 0.88044

Avorwgo tin© 16

log(v»-v)
0.9166

AvorogO timo 60

l0g(v*-v)
0*7670
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2*10.6 48

Tho Soto of ^composition of ifthyl ^ssoaeetfcto by

Bonsolo &oid in tho Prsssn.cs of &C10*

Cone* ©f tfClQ,
0*04X7 14,

4 Cono* of ftmsolo Add
0,001040 M,

Titao log(v»-v)

88,10 36*76 13,66 1,1361

HI BO 1,1118

IDAW it1? A)Of ,9J- 1.0667

11.61
Avsxmoe timo 16

86,99 37.60 1.0648

27.10 88*19
log(v«-v)

20 11.08 1,0489 1.0059

21) fi«. 17•w ** • VrQ MSP 1.0170

3Qn so.la v9 ,**0 Ml *U4i 1.0004

35 30.18 39*88 9.61 •9788

40 51*06 40.18 9.10 .9690

46 31*88 18*81 3*60 •9846

60
Avexmgo time 60

62*76 40.98 8*16 .9118
* log( v » -v

)

66 98*60 41*89 7.79 JH8JI 0*9126

00 34.30 41.89 7,88 oooo

m 36.07 42.07 7.00 •8481

1*0659 p 16 n 9 b

0.9186 60 a • b

•1688 881

48 x 0.004380

k a 0.01009
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20blo 49

%no Roto of Decomposition of Sthyl idasoacetato toy

ijoneoio A«14 in th© JPveaeneo of KCI64

Gone* of &CIQ4 con©, of imnbsoIo Aoid
0.0417 U 0.001040 M.

Tin© * v« (v»-v) log(v»-v)

is#98 30.50 14.98 1.1738

s 17.10 31.87 14.17 1«1614

10 18.60 13.85 1.1828

19.98 52.40 18.56 1.0990

80 81.17 83*19 11.96 1.0785

85 28.50 35.70 11.80

30 Mott 10.73 1.0909

Avovogo tisa© 15

* log(v»-v}
1.1007

3fc 24.49 34.75 10.86 1.0111

n 85.50 35.84 9.74 •9886

45 26.47 36.70 9.23 •9698

60 87.38 36*10 •9494

65 26.81 36.60 •9189

19 20.06 96.90 9©9» 9)^^^^S

65 29.80 37.27 7.47 .8733

1.1007 H 16 a - b

.9423 v. 90 a • b

.1579 I •86 at

0.004511

k s 0.01039

Av©*ogo tin© 50

* log(v«<*r)
0.9428
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3fa* Rote of Xfeeoatpooltion of Mhyl Diasoaeototo by

tmnzoic Aeld in the Proeone* *f K.clo4

cono. of MIQa
0.0835 M*

cone* of Bonzole /old
0*00X040 M#

Mm V v» log(v««v)

mm 59.70 80.82 1*6186

6 20.96 lO «7© MH
10 1J0 Mi HHP Man 1.2710

15 ii n 4§04l 17.70 1.84M
AVOZWgO tiR!0 16

«s0 45*30 16*M 1.8258

85 ffim 44.10 *V|VIU 1*8041

so 29170 A »M 1*1804

M 51.20 46.56 14*36

40 58.50 15.88 * m w j*#41*1548

45 mm 46*00 12.81 1.1075

60 35.26 47*41 12.80 1*0804
^vopogo tlwe 60

65 nn 48*00 11*66 1.0086
" lo«(v«*v)

1.0804

60 37*68 48*66 10.97 1*0408

C£ 49*09 10*40 1.0170

1*2401 s- 16 • b

1*0864 . 60 m * b

•1687 ,t «M n

0.004046

iC , 0.01070
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Tfcblo 51

The Reto of Beeompoaiiien of Ethyl Di*so*o©t*te by

Benzoic Acid In the Usance of KC104

Cone, of &Gl<U
0,00*5 M.

* cone, of i3c usoie Acid
0.001040 M.

log(v»«*9)

30*30 13.69

i 31.77 44.66 12.79 1.1069

10 33.10 45.14 12.04 1.080^

i15
Awogft time IS

'AA OH I «: •

* J- '

1 1 AM. X.Uoo'J

46.28 1 , tinAM 1^90

25 36*46 46.70 10.24 1.0103

SO 37*46 47*80 9*74

35 38.42 47*67 9.25 .9ea

40 90.36 48.11 8.76 •9420

H iMft MM 8*30 .9191

so 41.08 7.9* .8993
" log(v'-v)

66 41.81 . v 1 11 7.47 .8733 0.8967

•0 42.£5 49 .62 7.07

66 43.21 49.94 6.73 .8280

1.0690 a. 16 H • b

0*8967 s 60 ti • b

* «8fi »

-te 0.004636

k 0.01068
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6In an extension of the discussion of the scondary

salt effect already given, consider an aqueous solution of

the weak acid, HB. Prom the modern conception of acids and

bases, the following equilibrium may he considered to obtain:

HB + H2 & Hs0% B~

The classical mast aotion expression for this equilibrium is

written cH oB-

Kc m 5 -Is

where the symbols have their usual meanings. Bae quantity K

is not, however, a true constant^ but varies with the ionic

strength of the solution. Sxpression ;li may be rewritten to

conform with the activity theory by substituting for ionlo

concentrations^ the respective activities of the ions. Thus
r

*IIB* ftH20

where Ig is a true constant independent of the ionic strength.

Since the a*s in equation:2: are related to the £»s in equation

:1: by the fundamental law of the activity theory, as o f ,

equation ;2: may be rewritten:

aHB •
a
iigO *HB* CBgO fHB ' fHgO fHB * fHgO

Applying the Debye-Huckel expression for the change of the activity

coefficient with ionic strength, and which for a univalent ion

in aqueous solution is

-log f «r .5Yu" t B'U :4j

-log f2 9 "fu + B u iS:

to equation :5:, one obtains
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log v log Ec
- ^fu - b u :6:

and

logKc s log &a + + Bu ;7:

With this discussion in mind, consider the data

given in Babies 34 through 51. In column two of Sumnary Table

the average value* of the Reaction constants at the various

salt concentrations are given. These values, when plotted

graphically against the corresponding salt concentrations, give

the curve shown in Fig.5y which indicates a positive exponential

salt effect.

By means of the equation derived in Part II, according

to which
(HgO*) as 0.02572 k - 0.00046 C

it is possible to calculate the hydrogen ion concentration

from the experimentally determined reaction constant and the

rait concentration. By the use of this equation, correction is

made for the linear salt effect. Since one benzoate ion must

be formed for each hydrogen Ion, it follows that the concentration

of benzoate ions in the solution must be the same as the

concentration of hydrogen ions. Jfclso, slnoe the total concentration

of benzoic acid is known, it is a simple matter to determine the

concentration of unionized benzoic acid. By substituting these

data, which are presented In Summary Table A, In equation :lt,

a series ofl qalues of Ke at various salt concentrations are

obtained. By glancing at ths column headed K In Summary Table A

or inspection of the grsaphloal presentation of these data

in /ig. 6, it is immediately apparent that is not a true
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Summary Table A

Effect of Varying Concentrations of Potaaaium Perchlorate

Upon the Ionization of a 0.001040 M. Solution

Of Benzoic Acid

Salt
Cone * J-Og^ilgO }X log(HB) Union.

.0833 .01068 2.568 S.7488 1.9047

.0417 .01035 2.477 5.7879 1,8987

.0208 .009981 2.480 8".7889 1.8987

.0104 .009718 2.461 S\7822 1.8998

.0052 .009396 2.403 8.7616 4.9031

.000© .008968 2.317 8.7300 4.9074

Summary Table A (Continued)

log K
t

K
c
x 10* u if (log K

c
- u)

.0836 .2890 5.5550

.0420 .2047 5.6844

.0211 .1449 5.7453

.0107 .1029 5.7795

.0054 .0735 5.7849

.0002 •0153 5.8073

5.8440

5.8891

5.8902

5.8824

F.8584

5.8226

6.98

7.75

7.76

7.63

7,22

6.65
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constant, but rather increases with the salt concentration up

to a certain maximum value, after which a further increase

in salt concentration causes a decrease in the value of Kc .

Prom these experimentally determined values of K and

from the ionic stength of the solution, it now becomes possible

to evaluate the constants , log and B , in equation :7:»

It should be observed at this time that the concentration of

potassium perchlorate and the ionic strength are not exactly

the same^ since the ionization of the benzoic acid will

contribute some ions to the solution. These two quantities have

been assumed to be equal in the foregoing work. This was

permissable since the difference is too small to be reflected

in the term, 0.00046 C, in the equation derived in part II.

However, the difference, though small, can not be neglected

in equation i7j^ which contains a square root term of u . The

total ion1 c strengths of the solutions at various salt Jj

concentrations are given in a column under that heading in

the summary table^ and are slightly larger than the salt

concentrations. For one purpose of evaluation of the constants,

equation :7j may be rearranged to give

{ log Kc - ) =S log ^ +- B u iBt

Sow, if the quantity (log Kc - "Vu) be treated as one variable

while u is the second, than equation j8: may be looked upon

as a simple linuar equation in which log Is the intercept at

zero ionic strength and B is the slppe. The values of (log K -""fiT)
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and the corresponding values of u are given in columns under

those headings in Summary Table A, These two variables are

plotted in fig. 7*. from which it is aeen that a linear relation

does exist and that the value of B must be negative. From the

values of (log Kc - ~\fu* ) and the corresponding values of u^,

the value of B was found to be -3.05. By extrapolation to zero

ionic strength, log was found to bo 5".8080 • Substituting

these values of the constants log Kg and u in equation :7:

give 8 6

log Kc = 5"*8080 -} W - 5.03 u :9:

ThAt this equation accurately represents} the data reported

in this pfirt is sho^m by the following table* in which the values

of Kf. calculated fro::: the above equation are compared to the

experimental values. Slnoe these same experimental values were

used in the deriving of equation «9: , this table serves merely

to show hew closely equation :9: represents the experimental data.

u
log K
(calc'd)

log K
(exp't)

x io5

(calc'd)

K x 10
5

(exp't)

.0836 F.8437 £.8440 6.98 6.98

.0420 5~.8845 5.8891 7.66 7.75

.0211 5".8890 £".8901 7.75 7.76

.0107 B".8785 5*8824 7.56 7.62

.0054 5*.8652 .
"5.3582 7.33 7.22

.0002 F.8226 5.322C 6.65 6.65
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The value of log used in equation «9t was F.806G, from

which the value of &a is seen to he 6.43 x 1Q"®» As has been

discussed, this value Is the thermodynamic ionization constant

for benzoic acid, and a/ true "constant" without regard to

ionic strength* This fundamental constant for bensole acid has

been determined by many different methods end is frequently

reported in the literature. The following values are taken from

the literature* Xn some cases Kg is given in place of in

which cases the value of ^ given is for extreme dilution* The

numbers in parentheses after the name of the investigator refer

to the bibliography*

% XlO* s 6.0 Oetwaia, 1889 ( 37 )

s 3* 6,9 lulor, 1896 ( 58)

6*76-6.81 Schaller, 1898 ( 39 )

s 6*07 Dhar and Datta, 1913 < 40

)

% x 10s 6.27 Dippy and Williams ,1934 (41)

s Mi Kolfheff and acaeh, 1938 ( 42 )

s
•at 6*46 Ives, Linstead end Riley, 1933 ( 43 )

1 m 6.587 Ives, 1933 ( 44 )

1 Mil Sexton and Meier, 19X8 ( 45 )

I -3 6.573 Vogel and Jeffcry, 1934 ( 46 )

As has already been observed, equation i9t gives the

secondary salt effect for the decomposition of ethyl dlasaeetate

by bensole acid when potassium perchlorate is the salt* Xn other

words, it gives the effect of the added potassium perehlorate in
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increasing the dissociation of benzoic acid. By moans of this

equation,it is possible to calculate the value of Kc from a

knowledge of the ionie strength of the solution, and from K„* c

so obtained and the total concentration of benzoic acid, the

hydrogen ion concentration In any within the limits studied)

salt concentration may be calculated from equation tit. This

method of calculating the hydrogen ion concentration of a

benzoic acid solution is much more accurate than the customary

procedure of calculating from the usual "ionization constant"^

which has been shown to vary widely with the ionic strength. Even

in the absenoe of added salts, the salt effect of the ionized

benzoic acid is sufficient to cause considerable error except

at low concentrations.

in equation j9: is independent of the specific salt

present; however, the value of B might possibly depend upon the

specific salt present. That is, the value of B for potassium

chloride might differ from that for potassium perchlorate. Before

the validity of equation :9j can be extended to include salts

other than potassium perohlorate, it is necessary to settle this

point. Parts IV and V take up this question.

As a partial answer to this question, the work of

Grove ( 47) may be mentioned. Studying the dissociation of

monochloro-aoetic acid by the catalytio hydrolysis of certain

acetals as measured by a dilatometer, this worker found the

change in &c with concentration to be given by

log Kc * (7.150 • 10) +H - 3.2 U
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Since this worker used a different acid, ailfferent R salt"( the

'saltnin this case being the ionized monoohloro-aoetic acid)

and measured the velocity of the reaction by a different method,

it i« extremely interesting to observe that his value of B

(i.e. 3.2) compares very well with the value obtained in this

work. The value of 6$# which is characteristic of the acid

alone) obtained by Grove for monochloro-acetic acid is, as is to

be expected, different from that obtained in this work for

benzoic acid. The work of Grove would tend to support the view

that the value of B Is Independent (or nearly so) of the specific

"salt or salts" present, and hence t«nds to justify the extension

of equation :9f

log Kc = 5.8080+ Vu - 3.03 u
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Part IV

The Effect of Potassium Iodate upon the Rate of

Decomposition of Ethyl Diazoacetate when

Catalyzed by Benzoic Acid

At the close of the preceding Part the question of the

general validity of equation :9: , derived for potassium

perchlorate, was discussed. As was pointed out at that time,

it seemed desirable to repeat the work of Part III using a

different salt, however the question of what salt to use, which

would give no side reaction was difficult. Since perchlorates

gave no significant side reaction, it seemed at least possible

that iodates might also be suitable. For this reason, it was

decided to try potassium iodate. It was soon found that the

velocity of the reaction was less in a higher salt concentration.
of the literature

InvestigatlonAshowed that the value of the ionization constant

for iodic acid is 7.17 x 10

"

2 (48). It is probable that there

would be slight hydrolysi* of the potassium iodate^ with the

formation of a slightly basic solution. This would account for

the decrease in the velocity of t:ie reaction as the concentration

of potassium iodate was increased. Since this work was concerned

with the neutral salt effect, there seemed to be no object in

carrying the work with this salt further. The data taken are

presented in the following tables.
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INl H
tot* of i*0«mp08itioa of ithyl SftAsooootftto by

io Add In the f»soaeo of a!03

Cone* of &Xo*
0.0417 £

cone, of iienftole Aoid
0.001040 M.

Tiao

22.35 52*58 10.17 1*0078

5 NMI 55*00 9*88

10

30

24.25

£5*16

i,!-^9

53*46

55*90

INI

8*74

M|

At«r«^ tlm 15
.0416

leg(v»-v)
.9170 0.9418

H £6*35 54.77 7 .88

30 £7*60 4k^^^^ 7*56 *8H8

M £8.50 iH 7.8S? #8685

40 29*00 35.90 6.90 .8388

4fi

60

55

29*67

«J0«88

26.24

56.54

56*86

6.57

6.26

6*97

•CM, /»

« (daw
" log(v*-v)

.7760 0.7971

60 51*44 57.17 8.73 •7681

65 51*96 37.40 5.48 •7840

0.9412 * b

0*7971 60 m * b

-t:1 0.00411

k ~ o.<
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^•bl« 65

H«t« of ^composition of aajyl WUsoaootftto

**n»oie Aoid in tho ?v«*oitft6 of 11205

cone* of .ao*
0,0417 M,

cono. of gonsoio Aeid
0.001040 M,

Tiae

8*85 81.16 14,91 1*1756

IB

I 7,«7 81,86 14,19 1.1680

10 9*07 122,61 15,44

It. 10*45 25.20
A*MHMUM felBO lfi

IB,75 1.1065

£5*80
• log(v»-v)

fl§ 11,67 18,13 1,0859 1.1078

85 1&*38 •Mi 11,61, 1,0686

SO IS .95 £4,90 11,05 1*048$

56 14,96 NM 10,54 1,0888

40 16.99 £0,05 10,04 1*0017

45 16,96 86,50 9.58 •9786

50 17,90 £6,96 iMi
" log(v«-v)

65 18 » »'L; £7,56 8,60 .9546 0,9679

it 19,6? 87,35 •9170

65 20,38 7,84 •8946

1,1078 i 16 in i b

,9679 H &0n • 1

•1495 •55 a

0.0042*

0,00988
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labia 64

fho 3oto of Bocorapooifcloa of Ethyl i4*ftoaee«ftto by

Bonsolo Acid la th* preaoneo of &X03

Cons* of jaO-s
0*0833 M«

4 Cone, of ^Jioic Acid
0.001040 a.

Tino V log( V*

)

Q.03 21*60 15*52 1*1510

5 Aril 22.a9 12.34 1.1119

10 10.88 22,90 12*22 1*0871

IS 11.79 23,54 U.75
I

1*0700

20 12*30 14.00 11*19 1.0486

25 13.99 24*67 1*0286

SO 15.00 20*22 10*22 1*0004

lOfCv***)
1*0606

38 15*98 25.70 9,72 .9677

16*93 26*20 9*97 .9671

45 17,89 26*65 S*83 .94*60

50 16*69 27*06 8*57

55 19,44 87.50 8*06 •90&0

60 20*20 27,90 f#70

20*95 2Q.53 7.50 .8681

1*0035 15 a • b

•9263 a 80 a • b

•1452 •35 a

•us 0*00400

Avozago ttao 50

" log(v»-y)
0*9265
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2*bU 55

MM Koto of Boconspoeition of £thyl CiasocooUto by

JMWMAi A«44 in tli® *re»oaeo of iU05

cone, of KlQs Con©, of ken&oio Acld
0.001040 tt«

Midi
Tteo lon;(v*

£3,03 32,47 9*39 •9727

9 £4.07 3* .38 8*01 «*4M

10 84.89 S3. £8 2*49 §MHRP

15 25.70
4vtt*f9 Uao 1C

35.33

to 26.44 34*23
• i0*<7»*f)

1 i IB ft 3114 M .•
S7,i6 34.34 7.48 •8738

50 37.34 34.98 7.14 0537

35 £8.53 35.37 6*84 •8380

40 £9,16 39,70 8#84 •8188

45 38 .OS 6*25 7959

50 30.33 38,34 6*98 7745
* loft(v'<*r)

55 30,95 38*68 8,71 7566 0*7754

SO 31*47 38*91 it 4 •7356

55 51.97 2HM6 5*18 •7143

0,9114 M 15 B • to

•7784 s 80 m • to

IMI sk *35 a

0.0039*

0.00898
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Part V

The Rate of Decomposition of Ethyl Diazoacetate ay Benzoic

Acid in the Absence of Added Salts - The Dissociation

of Benzoic Acid in the Absence of Added Salts

Previous work with benzoic acid seamed to show that

the benzoate ion gives no side reaction. However, benzoate

salts are not suitable for the study of neutral salt effects^

since they are considerably hydrolyzed in aqueous solution.

As was pointed out in Fart III , in considering the ionic

strength of a solution^ one must Mike into account not only

the concentration of the salt, but also the ions formed by the

dissociation of the acid Itself. From this it appears that there

should be a slight "salt effect" even in the absence of salts in

the usual sense^ because of the ionization of the acid. Perhaps

a better term than salt effect would be ionic effeot . The work

of Grove(47 >) in studying the "salt effect" of the ionized acid

upon the dissociation of monochloro-acetic aoid has already been

mentioned. For these reasonSjit seamed of interest to attempt the

verification of equation :9j,Fart III, by a study of the "salt

effect" in solutions of benzoic acid in the absence of added salts.

Viith this in mind, the rate of decomposition of ethyl

diazoacetate by benzoic acid at varying concentrations of acid

was studied. The data is contained in the following tables in tlis

Part and in part I, Tables 14, 15 and 16 and PartHI, Tables

34 and 55.
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Table 66

Tho tj&f of liacorapoaltioa of 2thyl Difcfcoaootato by

boasole Acid In the Abeonco of Addod salts

Cone* of bonsoic Acid
O.OOllll M.

23,81 43.9© 16.18 1.1813

5 SO,22 44,76 14.54 1.1526

10 51.60 45.46 15,86 1.1417

15 22*93 46.18 13.25 1*1222

SO 34 -16 46.80 12 .62 1*1011

26 35 «58 47.46 12.07 1*0817

30 30.66 43.02 11.47 1.0696

35 37*67 48.(30 10.93 1.0386

40 49*08 10.30 1,0160

46 30.66 49 .59 9.94 -U9974

SO 40.57 ' 0.11 9*64 .9795

66 41.50 50.60 9*10 •9690

60 42.40 51.08 8.60 .9386

66 43.20 61.61 3*31 ..9196

1.1214 It a • b

0.978ft 60 a - b

.14C9 * 1

Avefegt tint 16

loa(v'-w)
1.1214

Avsrago tirso m
m log(v»-^)

0.9786

0.<

0.009408
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Tabl* 67

Vbm Kato of i*««npo*ltion ©f isthyl idssoacotato toy

iaasolo Acid in tht AN^ree of ddod raits

Cone* of benzoic Add
0.001U? 11*

TlM 7* 8tgtfj84v)

16.£9 66*66 21,67 1.6898

no 1 qr tut17,3/ nil fmm
80*66 »- -»

10 19,30 Mm w 19,46

16 21.11
' .VOCTkgw rfVSB AO

69*70 18*69 1,2693

20
log{v«-v)

22,68 40,68 17.00 1.8604 1,2697

88«88 16*98 1,2888

«6*1# 16*20 1,2096

56 27.69 46*16 15.47 1,1888

40 20.16 43.90 14.77 1.1894

46 30.60 « k8J 14.16 1.1601
ft ftA«Mi«ub 8j I«*a 8w/^AvOP»gO \*3wt Ou

60 31.86 45*60 16.48 1.1277

12.88
lor;(v*-v)

65 63*10 46*99 1,1102 1.1289

60 64,6a 44*60 12.22 1.0871

35,62 47,22 11.70 1,0881

1,2697 16 a • b

1,1289 m 60 m - h

•1406 - -68 m

0.004088

k m 0.009263
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2»ble 58

The Rate of i>«ottapoaitioa of Sthyl uioiooeetete by

benftolo Acid in the Abotuoo of Added Solta

Cone* of mmoXc Acid
0*001111 32*

u <&<>•&£ .
,- t?.-,

• /

1

JLi.oO X.UtlwV

& »4.3i ^6.3$ ii.oe

10 45.35 «ao.90

Ml Ml fl li% A.Xu.ye X.QUBft

8 «£7*58 3© .y»- | bPI .9790

P 20 .£8 37.40 9.12 •9600

30 89.10 37.85 8.76 .9440

35 29.95 38,86 0.31 .9196

40 30.71 36.67 7.96

4f 31.47 39.00 7.59 ••802

38 .sa 39.45 7,24 .0697

56 32.90 39.80 6*90 .8388

GO S3.52 40.12 6.60 •8196

66 34.16 40.45 6.29 •7988

1.0018 15 m * I

. 60 m •

.K82 a -35 m

•a* 0.004061

fc =, 0.009c62

time 15

lostv«-v)
1.0018

j vevogo time 80

" los(v«-?)
0.8696
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Ml* &$

SH Rntc of tfoocsnpoaition of Btfefft Dla*o&oet*t« by

uensoie Acid in the 8888889 of Added Saltt

Cone, of Beasole Acid
0,001006 £,

Time Vw log(v**v)

£7*ftft i I Ml 1*1987

6 Hni 44.40 14.88 1,1788

10 .,1,07 46,03 II »oc 1.1448

ii l»«ll 48,66 13.14 1.1188

80 *.3*87 46.06 X'4 ,30 1,0987

1 log(v*-v)
1.1179

n 46.76 11,89 1.0641

so 96*40 47.21 10,81 1.0338

56 £7.68 47,70 10,18 1.0077

40 98.66 48,16 9*66 .9860

45 39.66 mm 9,03 .9667

40.61 8.4*
Av«i«0t fciao 60

60 48,98 .9279

41.48
• log(v«-v)

66 49*36 7.98 8Wv 0.9874

6 4ft.03 49,67 7.44 .5716

II 42.97 48.96 6.88 •8448

1*1179 «

.9874

16 m * b

60 a * b

• 1906 »

0,006444

0.UIS64
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Tabid 69

Hate of fi©««tepoalU«n Ethyl Dlasdaeetatd by

Add in the Absence or Added Salts

Co&d, df BdASdlu aold
o,ooi90E

Tlrna log(v* r)

12,78 31*09 18,31 1*2830

a H.77 31*89 17*18 MM
ID

«ft m
15

SO

13*59

13*27

IMI
33*30

33*99

18*03

15*03

14.11

1.1770

1.1498

ATdfftgd Uoa 18

* log(v«*v)
1*1780

23 34,57 15.29

SO

25

2S*70

23*95

33,15

35,89

12.85

11.74

1.0958

1«0897

X) 25,20 38,19 10.99 X 8)0^X0

46

50

£5

27.39

28,39

38.65

87.09

37.50

10.88

9.70

9*11

1.0137

.9698

/ vtrago tied 50

" le«(v«-v)
0.9871

3D 29,34 37,88 8*53 •9328

30,22 tfdtt

1.1780

0,9871

8.07

IB R •

60 si *

•9089

b

b

,1909 » •35 m

0*008455

1 0,01258
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Table 01

of Z*o«npo»ltlon of 2fchyl Dlftmeatato by

BMftftit AciA in the Aboonoe of Add** r«it»

Cone, of ttensole Acid
0.001906 II

(•-») log(vl-v)

£7.30 40.43 1« .13 \ ^ ItAw1.1183

ft 88.77 41.06 152.20 1*0896

10 30*04 41.6ft 11*64 1.0682

Si.21 1 f\ net 10368
Aw*g* tin* 18.8

so 32.36 88*48 10.12 1.0088
" logj>»*v)

1.0483

93.40 48.92- 9*88 •vfftV

so 84*37 6ft«86 3.96 •9623

55.31 J *2 f*ff%
V- i. . tt^ J 3*90 •9238

40 44*68 7.08 •8966

37.05 7.48
8868801 tint 18*8

48 44*47 •8704

8Mt
* l0£(

ie 44*77 6.96 •848ft 0.8836

ftft tie .&o 46*05 6.6ft • • 81 81

00 IMI 46.88 6*06 *788ft#

68 99.85 46*66 6.71 •7666*

• la owo* (from graph)

1.0483 - 12.5 a - b

0.8836 ., 42.5 n - b

.1647

i

-30.0 A

0.006491

0.01864
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2h« Bat* of a—mgmXtim of uthyl l*&soaoetAto by

console Acid in tho Absence of Added aalte

Cone* of console told
0*001005 tl*

Tloe V log( V 1 *

43*25 15.38 1*1889

s mm 44*88 14.38 1*1578

10 31.70 15*58 1*1310

IB* 33*53 45*20 12.67 1.1028

20 35*19 47.16 11.97 1.0781

28 35*74 47*99 11*25 1.0511

30 88*20 45.78 10*58 1*0220

35 H |§8 49*47 9.87 • 1805

40 40*87 50*16 9*29 •9660

42*09 60.78 MR .9388

Average tin* 10

" los(v*-v)
1.1513

Average tiro© 35

0.9947

1.1513 . 10 ra - b

.9947 s Hi » I

*1355 .~ *2& n

« „ 0*005488

k , 0*01859
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T»bl» 63

Tho mm of Dooaapooition of Ethyl Di**oacet*to by

Bon&olo Acid in the ftbaance of Addod Salta

Cono. of £onftole Acid
Q.0U1908 1*

iXCBO

14,36 96*19 21.84 1.3398

1 17,20 37.68 20.39 1.3094

10 19*97 80.10 19*13 1.2817
AvoSftAO tiao 10

Ik
40*46 13.05 1.8686

log(v«*v)
1.2836

20 24.76 41.76 17.01 1*2307

26.09 42.91 16.98 1.2019

50 29.06 44*00 14.96

81 31.00
Avantgo tin© 36

46.00 14*00 1.1461

8JI

.

46*99 13*14

w log(v»ir)
1.1186 1.1465

It 34.66 46*90 12.34 1.0913

1.2666 « 10 B - B

1.1466 - 36 at • b

.1370 = ««6 q

0.006480

k s 0.01268
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Table 64

Tkm h*te of i^eoraposltlon of Ethyl £1* sofloetete by

BeatOic Aoid in the Absence of Addad Belts

cone* of tteneoic - el<i
0.002532 J*.

flat V logtv'-v)

27.16 41*88 14*13 1*1801

5 Ml 41*77 12.91

10 30.37 48*19 11*88

IS 31.78 mm 10.96 1*0988
- PSMJI 88(81 15

20 mm 48*97 im •9998
logCv*-*)
1*0373

88 34*18 43*38 9*18 |838S8

SO iM 43.70 8*48 .9233

35 36*86 44.00 7.78 •8676

40 37.80 mm 7*08 •8500

n 38*08 §6$, i a.48 •8116

88.78 44*74
AMMM 4|m* ka

50 5*96 •7788

55 ***** W w**

w log(v»-v)
88 18

1

5.48 •7888 0.7768

60 40*10 46*17 6*07 .7060

ii 40,78 48*30 4*88 .CG00

1*0375 16 m • b

•7766 60 a • b

.2617 «8J .

0*007478

18:: 0*01788
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Table 65

Kate of ^composition of Sthyl

benzoic Acid in the Absence of

If

.-ddod Rita

• of benaoic Acid
0.005533 M.

Tine V 10g(v»«v)

11*60 31.70 20.10 1*5058

ft xo.w *>s«OJL 1*8668

oft %* mm 1*8871

18.88
. V09866 tiiuc 16

55*70 15.46 1.1889

20 20.00 54*21 14.21 1.1526

ee* fc IP eta 1*1136

MB 3ft 11 .OAXX *vo 1.1077

58 i m mi 11*00 1*0414

40 IMI 56,07 10*07 1*0080

45 27.09 9*29 gtM
Avevege time 50

M 28.20 . 8.48 •9884
n log(v««-v)

56 68*18 57.05 7.87 •8960 0*9581

M 50*09 37.50 7.21 .6579

m 50.91 37.67 6.76 •8899

1.1898 m 15 m • b

0*9321 50 * 5

.8677 S •35 m

0.007368

k - 0*01695
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fable 66

The Roto of SoooBpoBition of Sthyl Di«soooatato by

Bonaolc Aold in th© Absanoo of Addod Salt*

Cone, of Benzoic <*ol<X

0.006714 U.

Ttoo n (•-7) iOg(**-?)

16*49 81*60 1*3344

5 19.90 MM 19.33 MM
•ga time 10n Mum**** •»w Ml M *r .*»*

MMMM
AO 25.89 41*08 15*59

*

1.1872

so Mai 41,87 15.69 1,1384

as i p * -' 12.17 1*0883

10.88 1*0346

6JMI
IMM MM 88

33.9a 9.69 gMM
38.57

• log(v'-v)
49 44*19 M| jb wm 0*9844

6J iMi 44*66 7.67 * MO

1.2388 «, 10 ra • b

0*9844 .85 m * b

•8818 « «4B6 »

«cs % 0*01007

k m 0.08319
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Table 67

Shi I*** of i^ooopo&Uion of Sthyl i&asofccetafc© by

uotuioie Acid in tHo ;.baoaee of ftldod Salta

Goao* of Boncole Acid
0.005YU H«

Tisso log(

29*80 X6*80 A.2Q98

5 46.S3 14.48 1*1608

10 £4.48 47*34 12*86 1*1092

as 36*50 48*03 11*63 1*0618

20 38.32 48*30 io.es 1.0120

lo

25 39*93 mm 9.10 .9890

30 41*48 49*40 •9033

36 42.72 49«te 7.18 •8861

10 43.86 50.29 6.43

48 44.90 50.62 6*72 •7674

* log(v»»v)
o.a^-72

1.1107 10 m - b

*6fc7S 38 a O »

•fit 36 tc «•& a

«d « 0*01014

te . 0*02336
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The change in the average values of the reaction constant

with the acid concentration is shown graphically in Tig. 8.

Prom the average values of the reaction constants and following

the same procedure as was outlined in Part III, it is possible

to calculate the hydrogen ion concentrations at the various acid

concentrations and,from these values, the classical dissociation

"constant" for the corresponding acid concentrations. The results

of these calculations are given in Summary Table B. Prom the

hydrogen ion concentrations calculated in the above manner, the

ionic strengths(u) of the solutions are obtained.

By means of equation :9s, Part 511, which states

log K
c

3=r 1.8080 f Yu - S.OS u

a series of calculated values for Kc may be obtained for the

various ionic strengths. Such a series ft* given in Summary

Table B under the coftumn headed K
q
x 105(calc»d). By comparing

the calculated values with the experimental values for the

same concentrations (also given in Table B ), it is seen that

the agreement is excellent. This gives a measure of the general

validity of equation «9t.

It is also possible to check *he general form of equation

i9t in another way. Using the experimental values of and

the known values of u , a series of values of K at the
thea

different concentrations may be obtained. If^/equation be valid,

should be a constant independent of j|,and furthermore it

should check the value of Ka obtained in Part III, namely
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The Ionization Constants of insole Acid la Oiferx-ent

04»centratieas as l^texroined 2!Kperte«atally ens

As calculated from Equation id:

Bonsoie /old
lieies/litar k <%G*)x lo

4
log K

e(axp»t)

0*001040 •oo : 8.317 F.8B86

o.eoiiii .009341 8#414

o.ocisoe .01259 5.260 E.82&9

0*003333 •01703 .... £.8273

0.005714 •Q2S19 5.y©2 £•6463

tommsy Table & (continued)

K«x 106 J

{elp*t)
i

Ux 10
6

[eeloM) a **» 10'

•00023 .0151 Ml
6*70 ssMI .00024 •0156 6.46

6#70 ,00036 .0170 6.43

0.78 6*75 •00044 •0210 6*48

7,0S 6.77 •00060 •0246 6*66

• This series of values of aa aw calculated fma

experimental values of obtained In this Pert and lo to be

to 6.43 x 10*5 obtained in fart III
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6.43 x 10 . The values of ^ calculated from the data in this

Part are given under a column so designated in the summary table.

It is apparent that except for the last value in the column,

the value of is constant and agrees very closely with that

obtained in Part III using potassium perohlorate as the salt.

As the concentration of benzoio acid is increased above a certain

point, the data tends to become more qestionable^ since the

reaction proceeds too r/rfapidly to permit precise measurement of

the rate constants. At concentrations of benzoic acid above

0.005714 M.^it was deemed impracticable to obtain rate constants

with the equipment used. The value obtained at 0.005714 M.

is questionable; and this probably explains why the value of

Kg calculated from it fails to agree with the other values obtained.

TOiile equation :9: is excellently checked by the

data given in this fart, it is easy to overa-fcate the importance

of this. It mftst be observed that the salt concentration was

necessarily very low in this Part, and for this reason the

correction due to the linear term in equation :9: was extremely

small. This much, however, may be safely said 4
: The work of

this Part, as far as it goes, completely verifies equation:9:,

which probably is valid for all aqueous solutions of benzoic

acid In the absence of other salts, since the solubility of
a small error in

benzoic acid is so low as to prevent -the linear term(the only
A

term questionable) in equatiom9: from having much influence

on the calculated value of KA .

>
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Summary

(1)AAa apparatus has been designed for the determination

of reaction rates by the measurement of the pressure of an
evolved gas.

(2) , This apparatus has been applied to a study of

the effect of neutral salts in various concentrations on the

rate of decomposition of ethyl diazoacetate, catalysed by

perchloric and benzoic acids; maA from this study the effect

of neutral salts on the ionization of benzole acid has

been deduced.

(3) . The velocity of decomposition of ethyl diazoacetate

catalyzed by benzoic acid has been studied in the presence of

several different concentrations of potassium nitrate, and the

salt effect was found to be positive and exponential. This is
n

in accord with theory, A^interfering side reaction prevented

quantitative treatment of results.

(4) . The velocity of the same reaction catalyzed by

perohlorio acid and in the presence of varying concentrations

of potassium parohlorate has been studied! the salt effect in

this case was positive and linear over the range of concentrations

studied, from this work, the f©lowing equation trj ft|jf|yj

relating hydrogen ion^to salt concentration and reaction constant,

was derived!



15*

(i%Q*) 38 0.02572 k - 0.00046 C

where the last tarn ia a correction for the linear salt

effect. This equation is valid only for the diazo reaction.

(6). The effect of concentration of potassium

perchlorete on the velocity of the reaction catalyzed by benzol©

acid has been studied) the salt effect was found to be positive

and exponential.

(6) . The hydrogen ion concentration has been catalytioally

determined for solutions of benzoic a eld in the presence of

varying concentrations of potassium perchlorete,

(7) . The classical ionization constant of benzoic acid

has been calculated from these data and found to vary with the

salt concentration.

{8). The thermodynamic ionization constant has been

likewise calculated and found to be independent of the salt

concentration and to have the value 6.43 x lO"*
5

.

(9). The classical ionization constant of benzoic

acid has been found to be related to the ionic strength (u) of

the solution by the expression

log K
e
- B*.8080 + S5 - 3.03

(10). This equation has been verified for aqueous

solutions of benzoic acid at concentrations from 0.001 to

.006 M. in the absence of added salts.
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